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UST 20. 1969
Selected As A Beat All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

In Our 90th Year

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, August 21, 1969
Local PTA Members
Attend School Of
Instruction Meet

Mr.Brooks
Succumbs At
the Hospital
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Donations Being
Accepted For
Hurricane Victims

Mark Blankenship
Attends Conference

Two From Calloway
Win Masters Degree
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Families Are
Reported Safe
In The Storm

Mrs. Dunn
Passes Away
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Two Persons
Injured Here
In Accident

Venela Sexton Is,
Calloway Medalist

Of Local
No Security Son
Couple Receives
Guard Results New Appointment
In 8 Dead

Mrs. Willie Decker
To Celebrate 90th
Birthday In Murray

WEATHER REPORT

Medalist Honors Go
To Two Persons

BULLETIN
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The Miller Family
Together For First
Time In 3 Years

111

U.S.Demands The Return Of
Helicopter From North Korea
230

Three Of Four In Purchase
Team Are Residents Here

"tl 44
By: Glen Sims, Area Extension
Agent in Youth and Tod
Howard, Aro. Extension
Specialist In Dairying
the
storm
ever
to
strike
Camille,
worst
LIFE MUST GO ON- In the wake of Hurricane
Purchase Area won first
The
United States, survivors are beginning a slow return to routine in the debris. At the left,
with the Senior team at the
Peter J. Vatern, 69, gets his first clean water in several days from a newly-found well
Major and Mrs. Frank C. Mil- Kentucky 4-H Dairy Judging
in Pam Christian, Miss. At the right, an enterprising filling station owner in Bond, Miss.,
ler and children, David, Tom, contest held at the University
uses a lawnmower motor to pump gasoline into a car during the power blackout.
and Anne, will arrive in Ken. of Kentucky on August 5 and
tucky on August 22 for a thir- 6. The team is composed of
ty days' visit.
Kathy Stubblefield, Robert BlaDr. Miller has completed a lock and Kent McCuiston of
four year residency in obstet- Calloway County and Faye
rics and gynecology at Tripler odge of Carlisle County. These
Mrs. Laverne Russell, Route
110012.
General Hospital in Honolulu, four were among the top 15
5, Murray, has been named the
/Birk Blankenship
Those attending from Carter
Hawaii. The Millers left Hono- on an individual basis as folfull-time teacher for the St.
lulu August 16 on the Matson lows: Kathy Stubblefield, 4th
Leo's Co-operative Preschool
The Calloway County Red Elementary PTA were: Mrs
luxury liner, Lurline. After a place! Robert Blalock, 7th
Corporation, Mrs. John Lyon,
Cross Chapter is accepting do- Norma Harrell, president; Mrs.
brief stopover in San Francis- place; Kent McCsoiston, Ilth
president of the organizatiqn,
nations for victims of the Hur- Jean Lampkins, membership
co they will go by plane to place; and Faye Hodge, 15th
has announced.
ricane Camille which has rav- chairman; Mrs. Mary Sue Dunn,
Memphis, Tenn., where they place.
aged the Mississippi Gulf Coast, Child Haven chairman; Mrs.
Mrs. Russell taught first
In the Junior Division, RoMark Blankenship, son of Mr. will be met by Dr. Miller's paraccording to Lester Nanny, Chloe Campbell, safety chairgrade at Lowes in Graves Counman; Mrs. June Jennings, year- and Mrs. Macon Blankenship, ents, Mr. and Mrs. Claude L. bert Hobbs of Graves County
Chairman.
ty for four years before hewon 1st place on an individual
The Red Cross is presently book and playground chairman; attended the Kentucky Youth Miller of Murray.
mming the teacher for the
Cobasis.
Those placing high in
and
Mrs.
(Wloway
Roszella
from
Williams,
puConference
Dr.
for
approximately
40,assignment
sheltering
The next
Sigma Kindergarten of the
the different Breed classes inblicity chairman. Carter had unty this past week.
chief
preliminary
assistant
and
victims,
as
000
will
be
Miller
post
Murray Woman's Club, a
The conference, held at West- of the Department of Obstetrics clude: Jr. Division, Guernsey,
surveys indicate that at least the largest number of officers
she held for six years. She has
present.
ern Kentucky University at and Gynecology at the Second Robert Hobbs, 3rd place; Holbe
spent
dollars
will
million
six
not taught for the past two
Attending from the Hazel Bowling Green, hosted approxi- General Hospital in Landstahl, stein, Robert Hobbs, 1st place;
mille, meanwhile, brought new by the Red Cross in this maBy WILLIAM L. VAUGHN
years.
PTA were Mrs. Gerald Coles, mately 600 delegates from Au- Germany.
Anthony Webb, 2nd place and
PASS CHRISTIAN, Miss. et deaths in Virginia.
jor disaster relief operation.
Barry Joseph, 3rd place both
She is the wife or Eugene
Rescue crews have recovered
Any funds sent to the local Mrs. James H. Stockdale, and gust 10 through 13.
Also arriving on Friday for
Russell, an assistant professor — National Guardsmen under 240 bodies from the water, mud chapter, Box 488, Murray Ken- Mrs. Rob Erwin.
This year's Conference focus- a ten days' visit are Mr. and from Calloway County. Senior
of education at Murray State sterrn orders hunted for loot- and rubble of the 600-square- tucky will be Immediately forKirksey PTA delegates at- ed on the involvement of young Mrs. Mitt Miller and boys, Steve Division, Ayrshire, Kathy Stubblefield, Callaway County, 1st.
University, and they have ers and black marketeers today mile area lashed by the strong- warded.
tending were Mrs. Harold Jones, •people in the political and eduand Jeff, of Atlanta, Ga. Mr.
three children: Max, a senior along the storm-ravaged Gulf est hurricane ever to hit the "We are attempting to raise president; Mrs. Buddy Ander- cational institutions of society. Miller is an engineer in the place; Guernsey, Robert Blasup rice-president; Mrs. Bin , Programs with speakers alterCalloway County, 4th
University; Coast as authorities fought a U. S. mainland.
at Murray State
$422.00 in Calloway County,"
Dispensing Division of the Co-- lock,
place; Jersey, Rent M.cCuiston,
, a sophomore at the Uni- monumental sanitation problem.
At least nine perisons died in a epokesman Laid, "which will ('sift, secretary; Mrs. Rudy nated with seminar groups of ca-Cola Company, Atlanta.
Calloway County, 1st place.
Virginia, be a small amount compared Lovett, membership.
(CesstInued on Page Six) The remnants of Hurricane Ca- flash flooding in
eight to ten students each as
Mr. and Mrs. David Miller
Others participating from the
where squalls from the dying to the $4,356.00 which was sent
delegates sought an understand-1 and son, Matt, of Columbia,
storm dumped up to 10 inches to us during the tornado of
ing of campus disorder, cam-1 M.o., have been the guests of Purchase Area were: Jimmy
of rain.
paign strategies. governmental'the Claude Millers and Mrs. Burkeen, Danny Williams, Da1968. Please help us to meet
Camille, which str:ruck inland our share."
processes and effective political Miller's parents, the Joe Pat vid Beane, Steve McCuiston,
Larry Tucker, Jerry Tucker,
with 190-mile-per-hour winds
action by amateurs. Delegates Parleys, since August 2,
Debra Tucker, Gary Lynn Harlate Sunday night, dealt the
from each county will now reThey will be returning home
heaviest loss of life in a tropMary Humn Korte of 1512 turn to plan and begin clubs on August 26 where Mrs. Mil- per, Mark Smith, Robin RowKelso, Sandra
ical storm since Hurricane AuDudley Drive has won her mas- and projects within their home ler is employed as fourth grade land, Janey
drey claimed 430 lives in Texas
ters degree at Southern Illi- communities based on the know teacher in the Columbia school Stark, Robert Brelsford, Barry
nois University at Carbondale, ledge they acquired at the Con- system. David, a doctoral stu- Joseph, all of Calloway County;
By J. S. BAY
Choon-Sun demanded the Unit- and Louisiana in 1957. CamilDonna Howard, Marieta GoatIIllinois. Marinell Myers Evans ference
dent, will be returning to the ley,
PANMUNJOM, Korea (UPI)- ed States tell "the real reason" le's damage might exceed $1
Lisa Goatley, all of Graves
billion
and
officials
feared
the
of
Lynn
Grove
also
earned
her
University
of
Missouri
at
CoThe United States demanded why the heli,opter strayed
County; Carol Hodge, Ronald
death
toll
may
surpass
500.
masters
degree
at
the
same
inlumbia where he will begin
today Communist North Korea over the border. He said it was
Wilson, Karen Wilson of CarVice President Spiro T. Agstitution.
his second year as a research
return a downed U.S. helicop- an act of agression.
lisle County, Charles Cholson,
new
toured
the
disaster
area
The
two
local
girls
were
aassistant
in
Industrial
Educathe
crewmen,
ter and its three
Terry Lee Poole and LaRanda
Gen. Wednesday and predicted fedMaj.
US. Marine
mong 1600 scheduled to receive
tion.
North Koreans refused even to Arthur H. Adams said there
Poole
of Ballard County.
eral
relief
funds
would
be
the
degrees
on
Saturday,
August
Mr. and Mrs. Cary Miller and
say whether the men were a. was no reason to shoot down greaxest on record
This event has been held at
30.
for
a
distwo
sons,
Cary
II
and
Mark
live.
Local families having rethe unarmed Army 0H23 heli- aster.
Ceremonies will include a
Allen, have recently moved to the Kentucky State Fair, howNorth Korean Maj. Gen, Ri copter.
latives in the Biloxi, Miss, area bnei address by President
Misery Along Coasts
Murray where he will be con- ever, due to the hot weather
The misery along the Missis- devasted by Hurricane Camille , Delyte W. Morris.
nected with the State Life In- and dairy cattle are released
The conference was held at
have received word that they h
as soon as the open shows are
sippi
and
Louisiana
coasts
was
surance
Company.
the
village
in
truce
the bleak
are alright.
finished this has made it imstark.
This
will
be
the
first
time
Mili292nd meeting of Korean
Shortly after midnight today
Two persons were reported in more than three years that possible to continue with the
There
was little
power,
word was relayed to Mr. and
Injured in a two vehicle col- the entire Miller family has 4-H Judging contest at the State
(Continued on Page She)
(Continued on Page Six)
Mrs. Bobby Jetton of Lynn
lision Wednesday at 9:36 a.
been together. The Millers ex- Fair.
Grove Route One that their
at the intersection of South tend a cordial invitation for the
The Purchase Area had the
daughter, Mrs. Roger Mitchell
12th and Poplar Streets.
friends of their sons to visit distinction of having the largand Mr. Mitchell are safe. Mrs.
Mrs. B. Melugin of 719 Pop- them at their home on the est number of participants in
N'enela
Sexton
was the
Jetton was finally able to get medalist for the regular ladies lar Street was admitted to the Martins Chapel Road,
Mrs. Birtie Dunn of Hazel
the judging contest win 30 boys
through by telephone to some day golf held at the Calloway Murray-Calloway County HosRoute One at CrossLand sucand girls entering the event.
friends of the Mitchells that County Country Club on Wed- pital and is listed in fair concumbed Wednesday at 6:40 a.
In order to participate in the
BOND SALES
they were alright. Roger is the nesday.
m. at a hospital in Lexington.
dition by the hospital authoristate judging contest these boys
Dr. William C. Skinner and
morning.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
She was 87 years of age.
this
and
girls participated in area
ties
Reba
went
to
putts
Low
family are making a brief visit
Mitchell of Murray Route Two. Overbey and blind hole to
Albert Cassity, Sr., of'Murtraining meetings held in the
with his parents, Rev. and Mrs.
Savand
H
Series
E
of
Sales
Survivors are two daughters,
Major (Doctor) Gene Here Eleanor Diuguid. Ginnie Hut- ray Route One was treated for
spring and early summer.
W. C. Skinner of 1687 Ryan
Notes in Cal
Mrs. Neil Milstead of Hazel and
the right hand ings Bonds and
don,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carto
abrasion
The following leaders accoman
hand
score.
poker
the
had
son
Detroit,
Avenue, Murray.
loway County for July were
Mrs. Rubena Wade of
nie Hendon, arrived in Murray
Nell Roach was the golf and arm at the emergency room ;12,739 while sales for the year panied these 4-H members on
They
are
enroute
from
their
Mich.; five gran.dchildren.
By BERT W. OKULEY
this trip: Mrs. Charles Stark,
of the hospital, the officials
hostess.
(Continued on Page Six)
reached $129,775 of the annual Mrs.
SAIGON VD — The Viet former home in Dallas, Texas,
James Tucker and Mrs.
was there said.
open luncheon
An
Funeral services will be held
to
their
new
yeas
home
near
Princea
$206,400. Sales
Vehicles involved were a 1966 goal-of
(Continued on Page Six)
served at the club at noon.
Saturday at 1:30 p. m. at the Cong caught a South Vietna- ton, New Jersey, where Dr.
$105,691.
were
ego
(Continued on Page Six)
South Pleasant Grove United •mese camp without security- Skinner has been appointed
Methodist Church with Rev. El- guard.s and killed eight sleep- manager of the Princeton Lilt
ing soldiers in a Mekong Delta
bert Johns officiating.
oratory of Mobil Research and
Burial will be in the church attack, military spokesmen said Development Corporation.
35
killed
troops
today.
U.
S.
arrangecemetery with the
Dr. Skinner attended Murray
ments by the Miller Funeral Communists in a battle near High School, received his B.S.
Home of Hazel. Friends may Saigon
degree in physics from WestMrs. Willie Decker of Decall at the Dunn Home until More than 50 Viet C,ong
ern Kentucky University, and troit, Mich., formerly of MurSix)
Page
(Continued onon
the funeral hour.
M.S. and PhD degrees in phy- ray will arrive in Murray on
sics from Vanderbilt Univer- Thursday, August 28, and will
be staying at the Holiday Inn
(Continued on Page Six)
until Tuesday, September 2.
While -here Mrs. Decker will
thiltad Promo I atormatiesal
celebrate her 90th birthday.
Her former friends are asked
Essie Caldwell and Virginia
to contact her at the Holiday
By United Press Internalsional Jones tied for the honor of
Variable cloudiness
De- Inn while she is here.
today medalist at the regular ladies
WASHINGTON goo
Also coming to Murray with
nnd early tonight becoming day golf held at the Oaks Coun- fense Secretary Melvin R.
fair to partly cloudy Friday. try Club on Wednesday.
Laird announced today that Mrs. Decker will be her nurse
Widely scattered showers and
Low putts went to Murrelle he Is reducing the nation's and her three daughters, Mr.
thundershowers today and Wi- Walker and blind hole went to armed forces by 100,000 men and Mrs. Harold Burrows, the
ly tonight most numerous east Ada Sue Roberts.
and is cutting military spend- former Clara Decker, Mrs.
Chester Cahn, the former Marportions. Highs today 801.
Doris Rose was the hostess ing by $13 billion.
tha Decker, and Mr. and Mrs.
Lows tonight near 70 east and for the day.
He told • news conference Dwain Gray, the former Helen
60s elsewhere.
he was taking the moves in Decker, all of Detroit, Mich.
anticipation that Congress
ELEVEN CITED
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 356.7
would reduce appropriations
dam 301.4
etatiorwirY; below
under the Nixon administraEleven
persons
were
cited
down 1.2, no gates open.
by the Murray Police Depart tion.
Barkley Lakes 7 a. ta.„ 356.6, meet on Wednesday They were
Laird alto said U. S. troops
The Cant:may County Constr.
stationary; below dam .300.4, six for not having a city auto In Vietnam are pursuing a
sticker, one for going wrong "policy of protective reac- ration Club will hold a Traii
down 0.2.
*way on one way street, two tion," aimed at protecting U. and Turkey Shoot on Sunday,
A
for reckless driving, one for S. forces, uncovering enemy August 24, at the old Ernes:
Sunrise 6- 18, sunset 7:41.
THE TOP DAIRY JUDGING TEAM IN KENTUCKY. Left to right, Ted Howard, Purchase Area txtenslon Specialist In Dairying,
reckless
driving
and
not
hay
Bailey
Farm.
Moon sets 12 10 a m.
caches and reducing Ameriing a city auto sticker, and one can casualties.
The public is invited to at, Coach, Kent hic.Cuiston, Faye Hodges, Dr. Charles Barnhart!, Dean, College of Agriculture, University of Kentucky, Kathy Stubfor disregarding a stop sign
blefield, and Robert Blalock.
.4 tend.

Mrs. Russell
Is Named

1 of Brussels
a Super SaHanes reach40.000 feet
322 miles an

Vol. LXXXX No. 198

Local 4-H Team Wins First
Place In Judging At State
Fair Others Win Honors

Delegates from local units
the Parent-Teacher Associaattended the School of Indirection held by the First District PTA at Bob's Smorgasbord
Highway 641 near Kentucky
on Wednesday, August
118.
Mrs. E. M. Fuller, president
of the First District, was in
charge of the meeting. The devotion was by Mrs. Frank Kolb.
Bell call was by Mrs. John
Travis, secretary.
Those district officers making reports and giving suggestions were: Mrs. Clovis Copeland treasurer; Mrs. Frank
Cobb, parliamentarian, Mrs.
W. L. Bennet, Membership
chairman; Mrs. Roy Wesson,
legislation
chairman;
M r s.
Martha Dawson, publication
chairman; Mrs. John Patrick,
Juvenile protection chairman;
and Mrs. Forrest Smith, by-laws
chairman.
Mr. Hewlett Cooper, Regional Sealth Educator, spoke to
the group in the afternoon on
the function of the regional
health service council.
A question and answer period was conducted in the after,

of

Herbert Brooks of 1511
Glendale Road, Murray, was
claimed by death Wednesday
at five p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was
73 years of age.
The deceased was born in
Jefferson County on December
27, 1895. He was a registered
architect and was a member
of the American Institute of
Architecture, Eastern Kentucky chapter.
Mr. Brooks was a resident
of Lexington for thirty years
and was associated with the
frankielsOurtis firm. He and
his wife have been residents
(Continued on Page Six)
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Trap, Turkey Shoot
Planned On Sunday
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
PASS CHRISTIAN, Miss. - Plaquemines Parish County Deputy
Sheriff Herman Schoenberger reflecting on Hurricane Camille:
"The wind must have been 240 miles an hour that night. I'm
not kidding. It's God's honest truth. I could see barges, boats
and houses just flying by the whole time. Even the dredge would
have turned over if they didn't ground it."
WASHINGTON - Vice President Agnew, surveying the hurricane
damage scene:
"Is there anything to do immediately? Is there anything we're
not doing that we should?"
HAZEN, Ark. - Mayor Jerry J. Screenton, commenting after
ordering barricades erected in preparation for a peaceful march
through town by eight Negroes:
"We are not bigger haters. We are determined they shall not
ravish our town."
MIAMI - The weather bureau, on the progress of Hurricane
Debbie:
"If that turn northward comes as expected, the island of Bermuda could be affected late Thursday. All interests in Bermuda
should keep in close touch with later advisories."

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Murray
Howard Koenen was the speaker at the meeting of the
Rotary Club.
RagsPictured today are Mrs. Willie Parker, Mrs. Mildred
prize in
grand
the
for
tied
who
Coleman
Lucy
Mrs.
and
dale,
the Women's Class of the Ledger & Times fishing contest.
Henry
Miss Sondra Lynn Kyle was married to William Robert
Church.
Catholic
Leo's
St.
the
at
8
on August
and
Miss Suzanne Curd has been selected by Hazel Grain
contest
Milling Company as their representative in the queen
xt of the Jackson Purchase FAT program.
as
-

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

The first case of smallpox in Calloway County in a number
of years was reported by Dr. J. A. Outland, county health officer. The victim is a three year old girl.
The Kentucky Department of Agriculture said yesterday that it
plans a more thorough check on animal diseases and interstate
shipment of cattle.
A Murray baseball team took top honors here by defeating
Bowling Green 6-3 to win the state's title in the BOW playoff
of the Woodmen of the World.
The Little League Cubs baseball team won the championship
of the league for the year.

MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS

ADULTS 98
NURSERY 7
AUGUST 19, 1969

Stanley F.Yolles,M.D.
Direct&
National Institute
of Mental Health

r•-•

ADMISSIONS

4`01,

READERS WRITE ABOUT
STIGMA AND MENTAL
ILLNESS
Are we still casting stigma
upon those who have or have
had a mental illness?
Readers' letters and comments are most helpful in preparation of these articles for
Mental Health Matters because
they forcefully call to attention
specific human problems which
may too often be overlooked
One of these is the matter of
attaching stigma and shame to
a past or present victim of mental disorders.

New Hornet Can Be Tailored to Needs
American Motors' all-new Hornet for 1970 is
designed to meet a broad range of individual
transportation requirements With a choice
of six cylinder and V.-8 engines and a wide
range of options, the Hornet permits the
buyer to tailor the car to his individual needs.

A reader writes of difficulties
a member of the family suffered. As a consequence of having been stricken with mental
illness while in high school, he ._,
was looked down on and jobs
were denied him. He finally
moved to another town, where
he obtained and successfully
held down a good job.

,

0- It

*AA

-rote.

Writing of the interest in
these articles, another reader
tells of the history of mental
illness in a family and some of
the many problems that beset
them.

-

Is your garage safe?
company lists hazards
floors. Frequent fliletergent
NEW YORK (UPI) maker of automatic garage door washings, the Alliance
opener systems has listed five spokesman said, can eliminate
major hazards that can make the dripped or spilled motor oil and
home garage dangerous to life gasoline that make danger spots
on garage floors.
and limb.
They are, according to
Alliance Manufacturing CO,
Alliance, Ohio:
- Flammable materials and .Headliners
supplies improperly stored.
"Too often," an Alliance
spokesman said, "leaking gas
cans from the power lawn
mower, for instance, are put
next to those stacks of
newspapers we keep meaning to
throw out, but don't."
lawn and garden
?ft uipment and refuse. The
-ooaesman noted how easy it at
;rip over a shovel or hoe set
:oo close to a doorway, or
?unetare a tire with one nail
-,ossed away or lost.
- ('asually gored poisons.
The spokesman advised high
shelves or locked cabinets to
place insecticides, fuels and
oleaning fluids out of the reach
of curious children.
- Infrequently cleaned
the memory strengthens as you
lay burdens upon it, and becomes trustworthy as you trust
it."

SKIN ITCH
DON'T SCRATCH IT!
IN 1 5 MINUTES,
If not plea•ed. your 45c back at any
dna; counter. ITCH-ME-NOT quiets
itching in minutes; kills germs to
speed healing. Fine for eczema, in.ect
bites, foot itch, other surface rashes.
NOW at Helland Drug
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SHE DOESN'T URI TAX COLLECTORS A polish residehr of
_Sao Paulo. Brazil. Alice Marie Lustik is led away from her
home by military police after using a revolver and five dogs
to scare a tax collector away eight times. The ninth time the
.cellectot was accompanied by police and an 'a-moved car.

Since 1151

Murray Marble
Works
BUILDERS OF FINE
MEMORIALS
Porter White - Manager
753-2512
111 Maple St.

Today thru Sat.

Tony

Jack

Lomat-curds
Natalie Wood
"The Great Race

Wanted:
Cross-eyed Duck
Who Hates People

* ENDS TONITE*

"Run Angel Run"
Thur. - Fri. - Sat

R IDES
1400D

HOLLYWOOD
UPI Help wanted:
One duck, must be crosseyed, hate people to Point
of chasing and pecking at
them. should have comic
quack, sex or breed doesn't
matter.
Motion picture producer
Howard W. Koch said he has
been unable to find such a
duck in Hollywood so is appealing to the nation.
Koch said the script for
the movie "Star Spangled
Girl" calls for such a duck
but so far he's having no
luck.

HOLLYWOOD 1UPIi -Jack
Jones, comedian Louis Nye and
Nancy Sinatra will headline
the television special "Highlights of the Icecapades of
1969" beaming next February
on NBC-TV.
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The monster who lusted for
the blood of his brides!

Winnie
BACK TO PRISON
Ruth Judd. notorious "trunk
murderess" of the 1930s,
steps from a plane in Phoenix, Ariz., after a flight from
as
California, where she
arrested in June following
her escape in 1962 from a
mental hospital.
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SPECIAL
DUE
TO
POPULAR
DEMAND
WE ARE ONCE AGAIN REPEATING THIS SPECIAl OFFER OF A
SAMSONITE ATTACHE CASE
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There were some happy notes in Hurricane Camille's song of
HURRICANE REUNION
U.S. worgt
death. When Mrs. Donna 13ilyeu fled her home in Gulfport. Miss., before the
the- storm.
storm hit, she left the family dog Dobie behind. Returning in the wage of
Dobie WaS sitting on the front steps.
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Adults 1.50 - Children 1,00
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There is a very real challenge
to and opportunity for all of us
in pitting knowledge and understanding of mental illness
against neglect and ignorance.
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MARK EVERY GRAVE

Features it 2:00 14 8:00
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Each of us can play a part in
advancing this progress by
learning facts and replacing the
superstitions, fancies, and fables
about mental illness with true
information based on today's
knowledge.

A thought for the day: The
British poet, Thomas de Quincey said, "It is notorious that

Master Terry Sledd, Rte. 1,
Murray; Mrs. Verline Perry,
1302 Olive St., Murray; Cordi(
McDougal, Rte, 2, Puryear, Te.
1111.; Mrs. Frances Hill, 3rd &
Maple Sts., Murray; Mrs, Mary
Benedict, UO North 14th, Murray,
Mrs. Clara Waldrop, Rte. 1, Fa.
rmington; James A. Hughes, 409
North 17th, Murray; Ralph Brag.

don, Box 93, Kuttawa; Mrs. Betty
Williams? 419 South 10th, Murray,
William Brittian, New Concord;
Mrs. Margaret Hughes, Box 194,
Purr, Tenn.; Mrs. Beatrice
Farrell, 1304 Poplar, Murray;
J. 0, Parker, Rte. 3, Murray;
Mrs. Cosy Myers, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Vannie Grogan, (To
Cony. Div.), Rte. 3, Murray.
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'While pointing out the difficulties in finding solutions to
individual cases, such as getting
job rehabilitation services, the
writer was emphatic in the
viewpoint that we are not going
backward, but forward.

Although there is, unfortonmely, mill some stigmatizing
stsadtiated with mental illness.
progress is also being made
against it; and attitudes and
opinions are changing for the
better.

,

'"Ift

"If society doesn't treat them
right' Mid let them work as
other individuals who have been
sick and got well, we will always, be in the dark ages," the
reader adds.

"Thank God for the progress
made in helping the mentally
ill." the writer said.

The 108-inch wheelbase, five-passenger
Hornet features contemporary styling distinguished by a long hood, sharply angled
windshield and a short rear deck. Shown is
the Hornet SST four-door sedan, one of
four models offered in the new line.

Mrs, Patty Knight, Rte. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Mabel Gargus, Rte. 1,
Almo; Miss Lori Weaver, 1203
Olive St.,'Murray; Master Myron
McDaniel, 162 N. Ensenada Ave.,
Thousand Oaks, Calif; Mrs. Sheri Pittman la Baby Boy, Rte. 5,
Murray; Mrs. Donna Johnson,
8,L Baby Girl, Rte. 3, Murray;
Mrs. Anita Thornton & Baby
Boy, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Earlene Cunningham, 4.1 Baby Girl,
Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs. Ella Tidwell, Rte, 2, Hazel; Mrs. Bettie
Earon, & Baby Girl, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Gladys Garland, Rte.1,
Almo; Raymond Matheny, Rte. 1,
Murray; Hassell Hutson, Rte, 1,
Lynn Grove; George Henry, 1125
S. Culberhouse, Jonesboro, Ark;
Mrs. Edna Clary, 402 N. Brewer
St., Paris , Tenn; Mrs. Mae
Goodwin, Rte. 1, Dexter; Walker
Ooley, Rte. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Clyde Ott, 1509 Kirkwood Dr., Murray.
DISMISSALS

Expressing the heartfelt wish
that the stigma of mental illness
could be done away with and
that "everyone would accept it
as any other disease," our reader
correctly says that most of the
mentally ill get well or can be
greatly helped.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Simon At Schuster
THE DOUBLE HELIXJames D Watson
KENNEDY AND JOHNSON -E, elvn Lincoln
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Hospital Report

Today is Thursday, Aug. 21,
the 233rd day of 1969 with 132
to follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Venus
and Saturn.
The evening stars are MerGlory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will cury, Mars and Jupiter.
toward men.- Luke 2:14.
On this day in history:
Before we can expect to have peace on earth and good will In 1940 Leon Tretsky, a prime
highest.
the
in
God
to
glory
give
among men, we must first
builder of Soviet Communism,
was assassinated in
Mexico
City.
THE EXHIBITIONIST Henry Sutton
In 1951 the United States
ROSEMARY'S BABY-Ira Levin
BEST SELLERS
ordered construction of the
L'Pl I
world's first atomic submarine.
THE NAKED APE- Desmond Morris
(Compiled by Publishers' Weekly I
In 1965 American space twins,
BETWEEN PARENT AND CHILDGordon Cooper and Charles
Halm G. Otnott
rWlion
NICHOLAS AND ALEXANDRAConrad began their eight-day
Robert K. Missal,
VANISHED-Pleteher Kriebel
THE CONFESSIONS OF NAT TURNER "OUR CROWD"--Stephen Birmingham Gemini 5 orbital flight.
GYPSY MOTH CIRCLES THE WORLD
-William Styron
In 1968 Soviet and other
MYRA BRECKENRIDGE - Gore Vidal
Sir Francis Chichester
THE TOWER OF BABEL.
TOLSTOY -Henri Troyat
Warsaw Pact forces invaded
TA, rris L. Won
RICKENBACICER-Eddie Rickenbaeker
Czechoslovakia.
THE WAY THINGS WORK
AIRPORT-Arthur Hal:ey
TOPAZ-Leon Oils
CIRRILITY--Catherine Marshall
COUPLES-John Updike
THE PRESIDENTS PLANE IS MIRobert .1 Setting
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McColgin Wins At
Mayfield Tri-State

ST 21. 1969

; Mrs. Betty
ith, Murray,
w Concord;
as, Box 194,
s. Beatrice
r, Murray,
3, Murray;
tte. 9, Murirogan, (To
3, Murray.

MAYFIELD, Ky.—A 19-yearold Southern Illinois University
golfer won the season's final
Women's Tri-State Golf Tournament at the Mayfield Golf and
Country Club with a 10-over-par
81 Wednesday.
The annual tournament, shortened to a one-day event because
of rain Tuesday was won by
Linda McColgin of Metropolis,
Playing in her first Tri-State
the season, Miss McColgin
ged Mrs. Betty Vcrwell of Fulton by one stroke to take the
championship.
Lowest scorer in the tournament was posted by Pat Park of
Metropolis with her 37-41-78,
but a rules technically kept her
from taking the crown. Miss McColgin, who will be
a sophomore member of the SIU
women's golf team next spring,
had nines of 37 and 41 over the
par 34-37-71, 5,133-yard Mayfield course. She posted eight
pars and two birdies in the
winning round.
"I wasn't quite as consistent
in keeping the ball in the fairways," Miss McColgin said of
her seven-over back nine score.
"I had trouble with my drives,
but putted better than I have all
year."
Mrs. Vowel!, who had nines of
37 and 45 also had trouble on
the back side. "I was a little
wild off the tee on the back. On
the front, I started poorly, but
then played one under for the
next seven holes." Even with a
triple bogey-7 on the 320-yard
second, she made the turn at
three over, tied with both Mrs.
Park and Miss McGolgin.
Mrs. Vowel', always a contender, won the Murray tourtiament earlier this season.
Third place in the championship flight went to Alice Fisher
of Paducah with a 38-45--83 and

home with a 37-48 tally sheet.
Wanda Mullinax of Paducah
and Virginia Harp of Mayfield
each posted 85s, also finishing
out of the prize category.
First flight winner was Dot
Simmons of Paducah with a 4246-88. Francis Hulse of Murray
placed second with a 43-46-89,
Joan Fowler of Metropolis was
third with a 48-42-90 and
Catheryn Brooks of Village
Greens was fourth with her 4545-90.
Winner in the second flight
was Caroline Copeland of Mayfield with an 89. Sandy Weintraub of Mayfield placed second
with a 90, Barbara Murphy of
Mayfield finished third at 91
and Imogene Sively of Paducah
was fourth at 92.
Ruth Pace of Mayfield was
third flight winner with her 98,
Alice Byars of Mayfield was
second at 99, Nancy Lyles of
Paducah was third, also with a
99, and Carolyn McDaniel of
Mayfield was fourth at 100.
Evelyn Barlow took the fourth
flight honors with a 100, Ann
Skyjka of Mayfield was second
at 101, Dorothy Dreher of Paducah came in third with a 103 and
Rita Hinds of Paducah placed
fourth at 107.
Mrs. Eleanor Griffin of Paducah, president of the Tri-State,
presented silver to flight winners
following play. Mrs. Dutch Bryant of Paducah served as tournament director for the 82 entrants.
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Austin Peay Coach
At Pepperdine

Mickey Lolich's Talents
For Pitching On The Rise

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (UPI)
— Fred Overton, assistant basketball coach at Austin Peay,
has resigned to become assistant coach at Pepperdine College in Los Angeles, it was announced today.
Overton played three seasons
for Austin Peay before graduating in 1961. He coached the
Austin Peay freshman team in
1962-63 and then coached one;
'
,
season at Columbia High School
before becoming assistant var-:
sity coach in 1964.
Overton also served as head
tennis coach at Austin Peay.

By GREG GALLO
shutout for his seventh victory
UPI Sports Writer
and Joe Foy and Jerry Adair
Mickey Lolicb doesn't play
drove in two runs apiece as the
i!faleeK
*Cet*G
.
4.47442niM.44:611 ;0 the organ or fly airplanes but
blanked the Yankees, 5his talent for pitching the Royals
0.
baseball is rising to the same
Slandinepi
.
"Blue Moon" Odom
plateau as his flambouyant John
six-hitter to win his
hurled
a
teammate Denny McLain.
rAemeicov.a.,carr
game since the All-Star
The stocky southpaw, who gets first
and Dick Green blasted
his break
kicks
by
riding
hts
homer of the season to
10th
his
National League
motorcycle, struck out 14
sensational freshman season,
break a 1-1 tie as Oakland
Hallam& League
night
en
batters
Wednesday
East
By DAVID MOFFIT
He got off to a fast start as a
downed Cleveland, 2-1,
W
L
Pct, GE
route to his 16th victory of the
UPI Sports Writer
Sophomore in '67, gaining 500 Chicago
76
46
.623
Tigers
season
as
Detroit
the
New York
68
51
.571
6.,2
yards his fixst three games— $t. Louis
68
5.4
.557
I
edged the Seattle Pilots, 4-3.
ATLANTA (UPI)— The Flori- then was lost for the rest of the Pittsburgh
64
56
.533
11
Philadelphe
48
72
Lolich
was in top form
.400
27
da Gators are a year away season with a broken leg.
Montreal
39
14
.317
371.,
7
against the Pilots as he
West
from expected greatness. UnHampered again by injuries Las Angeles
67
53
.554 —
scattered
eight
hits while
fortunately, especially since it last season, he still led the CincInnati
65
52
.556
14
raising his record to 16-6, but
Atlanta
67
58
536
didn't pan out, the year of Gators in total offense with 746 Houston
64
56
.533
he needed a run-scoring single
great expectations was 1968.
San Francisco
64
56
.533
Tit
yards.
by Don Wert in the ninth inning
San Dlego
36
86
295
31,
:
Most of the seers, with no
But coach Ray Graves has a
Yesterday's Results
to pull out the victory.
exception here, picked the lot of offense to replace before Atlanta 6, Chicago 2
61. Louis 2, Cincinnati 1
Other AL Action
Gators to win the Southeastern gunning for his eighth straight Pittsburgh 1, Houston 0
In
Boston
other
games
Angeles
8,
Los
Philadelphia
5
Conference last year and they winning season. Larry Smith,, Montreal 11, San Die-go 10
defeated Minnesota, 7-6, Washwound up tied for sixth. Now, probably the best runner in the New York 6, San Francisco 0
ington downed Chicago, 4-1,
Today's Games
it's questionable they'll finish South; All-America guard Guy- San Francisco
(Bryant 211 at New
Kansas City shut out New
17-7)
(Seaver
that high this time around.
Dennis;
Larry Rentz, Eck- York
San Diego tKelley 451 at Montreal
York, 5-0, Oakland
edged
But one should proceed with dahl's alternate at quarterback; (Wasiewski
2-71, night
Cleveland, 2-1, and California
Los Angeles (Osteen 16-101 at Philadelmore caution than last year massive tight end Jim Yar- phia
(Jackson 12-11), night
topped Baltimore, 3-2.
before condemning the Gators. brough and Tom Christian, who
Atlanta (Britton 7-4) at Chicago (Hands
In
the
National
League
15-9)
There's still a chance that teamed with Smith to give the Cincinnati (Merritt 13-5) at St. Louis
Atlanta defeated Chicago, 6-2,
night
12-10),
(Briles
quarterback Jackie Eckdahl, Gators the best 1-2 running
Pittsburgh blanked Houston, 1now a senior, will return to pre- punch in the SEC, have all Only gems scheduled
0, Los Angeles beat Philadelinjury form and there are nine departed.
phia, 8-5, New York shutout San
returning
starters
on the
Guy MoTheny, the Gators'
Francisco, 6-0, St. Louis edged
defensive unit.
American League
leading receiver, returns and
Cincinnati, 2-1, and Montreat
Eckdahl, son of a member of Graves is counting on junior
American League
outslugged
San Diego, 11-10.
East
the
University
of
Florida Jerry Vinesett and sophomore
W
L
Pct, GE
Tony Conigliaro scored Mike
faculty, had been billed as an Tommy Durrance.
86
35
711
Baltimore
Andrews from second base with
68
51
.571
Detro,t
17
equal
to
Heisman
Trophy
A couple of other sophomores Boston
65
57
533
21,
4 a two-out
single in the bottom
63
61
.508
2411
winner Steve Spurrier after a being counted on are quarter- Washington
62
61
_504
of the ninth inning as the Red
New York
25
back John Reaves and receiver Cleveland
51
73
411
361 '7
Sox downed the Twins. Boston
Carlos Alvarez, who averaged
West
jumped to a 6-1 lead as George
72
51
.55.5
—
seven catches per game as a Minnesota
Scott and Syd O'Brien hit home
es
Oakland
50
.576
2
freshman and nine per scrim- Kansas City
50
71.
.413
211
/
2 runs.
But the Twins rallied
44
71
Seattle
22
,
7
mage in the spring.
47
California
70
.402
22l/2 behind
homers by Harmon
Of Alvarez, who came from Chicago
46
76
.377
26
Killebrew, his 35th, and Cesar
Cuba eight years ago, Graves
Yesterday's Results
Tovar to tie the game in the
quipsr- "If Castro has any more Baltimore at California
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
eighth.
Cleveland at Oakland
like this boy to-Vun out of the Detroit at Seattle
Paul
Casanotir- went threeKansas City 5, New York 0
country, I hope he sends them Washington
4, Chicago 1
for-three and knocked in three
some ailments from Hodges to Florida, too,"
By AL DALY
System 7, Minnesota 6
runs to pace the Senators over
when the season started.
UPI Sports Writer
Reaves, another 200 pounder,
fourth was won by Mayfield's
Tetley's Games
the White Sox. Darold Knowles
In 0-18 Slump
was rated even with Eckdahl at
Baltimore (Phoebus 13-4) at California
Jane Ann Nall with a 41-42-83.
bailed out winner Dick Bosman,
(McGlothlin 5-12), night
Shamsky, who was in an 0-18 the end of spring drills.
Gil Hodges, who was publicly
Two other entrants—Ann HoffDetroit (Wilson 1041 at Seattle (Seoul 9-5, with 1 2-3 innings of hitless
slump
going
into
the
game,
9-41,
night
Florida
has
an All-SEC
man of Mayfield and Mary Jane berated earlier this year by one
relief.
Only games scheduled
Harris of Paducah—also had 83s, of his ex-players still, rates praised Hodges for ,keeping him candidate at cornerback in the
Butler Pitches Shutout
in
the
lineup.
in
"I've
been
of
couple
person
of Steve Tannen, a 6but lost out to Mrs. Fisher and high marks from a
Bill Butler pitched a four-hit
there
to
hit
my
way
out
of
it,"
foot-2, 194-pound senior from
current players—Jim McAnMrs. Nall In a draw:
he asserted.
Miami who has intercepted nine'
Only four places in each of drew and Art Shamsky. -five flights were awarded silver
passes,
McAndrew pitched a twoblocked three punts and
Louis
St.
In other action,
prizes.
hitter Wednesday night and topped Cincinnati, 2-1, Los recovered a hirable.
Mrs. Hoffman had nines of Shamsky clubbed a homer and
A 9.7 speedster who held Ron
Angeles defeated Philadelphia,
(CHARBROILED)
42-41 while Mrs. Harris came double to drive in four runs as
Sellers
in check in Florida's 9-3
6-2,
Chicago
8-5, Atlanta beat
the New York Mets blanked the Pittsburgh nipped Houston, 1-0„ win over Florida State, Tamen,
00
with
San Francisco Giants, 6-0, the and Montreal outclubbed San who also excels on punt returns
For
ATHLETE'S FOOT
coupon
AND
H
MOBILE
HOMES
G
nights
scoring on an 82-yard run
second whitewash in two
KIRATOLYTIC AC'T1ON for the Mets over the Giants. Diego, 11-10.
against Vanderbilt and a 64NEW and USED
CAUSE—
McAndrew said Hodges had
SALES. SERVICE AND PARK RENTA
In the American League yard run against the Air
It sloughs off and dissolves atfected
4
4
HWY 94. ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY
skin. Exposes deepset infection to Its had a "father-to-son talk" with
Boston edged Minnesota, 7-6, Force), will be used at split end
killing action. Get quick-drying T-4-L,
OFFICE PH 753-668
ineffective
was
when
he
him
some
this
fall._
.
counter.
any
drug
• keratolytic, at
Washington beat Chicago, 4-1,
CLIP COUPON
FAST relief or your 59c back Now that had helped him regain his
Kansas City blanked New York, Graves has been doing some
CO
DRUG
HOLLAND
confidence. However, the pitch- 5-0, Oakland downed Cleveland, juggling to revamp the defenat
JOHN O. GROGAN
Gil._ G. HOPSON
'er admitted that he had hidden 2-1, Detroit topped Seattle, 4-3, sive line and cites a need for
753-2985
HOME PH 436-5890
and California defeated Balti- sophomore depth to back up his
experienced
linebackers.
more, 3-2.
Rookie Chuck Taylor pitched "We're moving a lot of people
a two-hitter, one of them Tony to new positions," said Graves.
Perez 30th home run, as the "But, we think all these boys
Cards kept pace with the Mets are good athletes who can play
For
games wherever we put them,"
and
remained
two
behind the New York club in
Graves noted that Florida ran
the fight for second place in the
"dangerously short" of lineEastern Division.
backers at times last season
and added that building depth
A complete line. America's qualCLIP COUPON
Wes Parker's double drove in
there
is
a
top priority.
ity-built hydraulic and hydraulic/
one run and Manny Mota
cable loaders for truck, trailer,
knocked in two with a single as "Linebackers are the key to
our defense," he said. "They
tractor and stationary mounting.
-the Dodgers rallied for four
OFFERS
ONLY
Telescopic, folding telescopic and
runs in the seventh inning to are in on more tackles and do a
lot of running on pursuit and
knuckle booms. Capacities: 3,600
Mikelsen
give reliever Pete
pass coverage. This takes its
THE 8-YEAR PRO-RATE PICTURE
to 36,000 pounds.
his fifth victory. With the
11."
TUBE WARRANTY
triumph, the Dodgers moved
with
ahead of Cincinnati and into
• WE REPAIR ANY MAKE OR MODEL TV •
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°MARK
There are three key changes
For $1.00 coupon
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in the Gator schedule from last
.Division by 1,2 game.
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year's 6-3-1 slate. Florida opens
Reed Goes Distance
COMPANY
Rico Carty and Felix Milian against explosive Houston in901 /479-2517
285 East Calhoun St.—Memphis, Tennessee
of
the
Air
stead
Force
and
each drove in two runs as
Highway 51, South—Union City, Tennessee
5.
Braves' hurler Ron Reed went must play Auburn and Miami
Highway 45, South — Corinth, Mississippi
on
the
road.
distance
for
his
12th
win
in
the
753-5865
312 No. 4th Street
20 decisions. One of Carty's hits
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04.,
was his 10th homer of the
season off loser Ferguson
Jenkins, 17-11.
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Florida Gators Year Away
From Greatness; Not 1968

DAIRY CHEER
SUMMER
BONANZA
of GOOD FOOD

FOR A SPECIAL TREAT
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Clip the Coupons Below
and Bring to

Gil Hodges Rates High
With These Two Players
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AUGUST 21st, ONLY
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Bargains on Color TV
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Only Three
1969 MODELS LEVI'!
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$1.00 4".n

CRANES

4.

1970 MODELS NOW ON DISPLAY

Curtis-Mathes

••1111.

4 MILK SHAKES

ROAD BUILDERS -

We Truly Appreciate Your Business

"SoouwtahEQUIPMENT

TV Service Center

Alk

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®

GIVE tiDOG 6/1
V011aeIT10111
(from fleas and ticks)
With a Kill-Ko Flea Collar for your dog. Kills all the
*leas on your dog in just a few days, and keeps
killing for three
months. It takes care
of ticks too, and it's
safe, effective, and
easy to use.
So snap on a Kill-Ko
Flea Collar this
summer, and give
your dog the vacatior
he deserves.

Squirrel Shortage
•

;Parrasof
RA.

SAtiSfACTioN GUARANTEED

'sLA

Roberto
Clemente
hit a
sacrifice fly after two Houston
errors as Bob Veale pitched
four hitter. It was Veale's
fotlrth straight victory, all
complete games.
Ron Fairly's second homer o
the game in the seventh and a
two-run pinch hit single by
Kevin Collins carried the Expos
to victory after they had blown
a 7-0. Fairly hit a three-run
in
the second to
homer
highlight a four run inning. Bill
Stoneman, 8-15, pitched two an
a third hitless innings in retie
to pick up the win.

Tennessee squirrel hunters
will have a shortened season
and a reduced bag limit this
season. The State Game and
Fish Commission said yesterday in Nashville that the squirrel season nulci be cut in half
due to a heavy die-off. The
season will run from Aug. 30 to
Nev,-45-and the-daily bag-limit
will be four. The season usually rail§ through Jan. 1 and the
bag limit has been six a day.

UNFORTUNATELY, ONE OF THE
THINGS THEY NEVER 1AU6HT US
AT THE DAISY HILL PUPPL/ FARM
WAS POW TO TOAST MARSHMALLOWS

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy
I LOANED YOU
MY FISHING POLE
TODAY— PAY ME
A QUARTER FOR
USING IT

THERE'S YOUR QUARTER —)
YOU CAN FISH FOR IT

t
atioiSHAIIL
oI. u S No 041 C i96, 4, 1/1.41.1 no,, Srl11..4Oc

41,l6.21
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'Moyer Home Scene
J. B. Burkeen .
Of Bridal Shower I Mrs.
For Bride-Elect

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
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a
t
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Miss zettg Hale Becomes Bride Randy
D. Young In Ceremony At Grace Church

to wear for the occasion
Miss Zetta Hale, daughter of chose
knit two piece
Mr. and Mrs. Coy L, Hale, Coll- a pink double
accessorrose
with
ensemble
became
ege Farm Road, Murray,
and a corsage of deep pink
the bride of Randy D. Young, son ies
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young of roses.
The groom's mother, Mrs. YoAlmo Route One, on Friday, Augung, wore a navy blue dress with
ust 15.
and a corsage
Bro. Connie Wyatt, great uncle navy accessories
pink carnations.
of the groom, performed the of deep
double ring ceremony at eight
Reception
o'clock in the evening at the
Grace Baptist Church in the preFollowing the ceremony the
sence of the immediate families
was held at the private
reception
and close friends.
Mrs, Randy D. Young, nee
Miss Nancy Allen was the pia- dining room of the Triangle Inn.
The bride's table was over '
Zetta Hale, was complimented nist and played the traditional
prior to her recent marriage, wedding 'marches for the pro- with a white lace cover o
with a household shower held at cessional and the recesSional. mint green and centered with
the Community Center on Mon- The altar of the church was lovely arrangement of mums and
day, August 11, at seven-thirty beautifully decorated for the occ- daisies flanked by the candles
o'clock in the evening.
asion with baskets of white glad- in silver candelabra.
The three tiered wedding cake
The gracious hostesses for the ioli and greenery flanked by the
bridal event were Mrs. Gently two seven branched candelabra was placed on a cake stand of
Hargis, Mrs. Louise Chadwick,.holding the tapers which were the bride's great grandmother.
Mrs. Martha Jo Hale, and Mrs. lighted by Kenny Hale and Ted Punch, cake, mints, and nuts
Janice Hale,
Hale, youngest brothers of the were served by Miss Sheila StaThe honoree chose to wear bride. Greenery was used in the lions, Miss Nancy Allen, Mrs.
for the occasion a pink dress background to add to the decor- Alfred Jones, and Mrs. Dwight
Hale.
with a corgage of pink carna- ations of the church.
Miss Bonita Jones kept the
tions, Her mother, Mrs. Coy
register at the table overlaid
L. Hale, wore a blue bonded
Bride's Dress
with a mint green satin cloth and
crepe with a corsage of blue
and white carnations. Her motThe bride, given in marriage centered with a silver candelabra
her-in-law to be, Mrs. Robert by her father, was lovely for the folding six yellow candles.
After the reception the couple
Young, wore a grape colored wedding in her street length drevoile dress with a corsage of ss of white bonded crepe under left for an unannounced wedding
pink carnations.
white lace. The lace was scallop- trip with the bride wearing a
As the guests arrived they ed in the back and the sleeves beige knit dress with red accesswere asked by Mrs. Hargis to and hem were edged in daisies. ories and the orchid from her
sign the register at the table Her shoulder length veil was bridal bouquet.
covered with a mint green satin attached to a headpiece of self
Mrs. Young attended Calloway
cloth with pink candles.
material daisies.
High School and will be
County
The bride elect opened her
She carried a white Bible toppmany lovely gifts which had been ed with a yellow throated orchid a December graduate of the Ezeplaced on a table covered with tied with white streamers in ll Beauty School. Mr. Young, a
graduate of Calloway County High
green under a white lace cloth lovers knots.
School, attended Murray State
and centered with a pink floral
Mrs. Mike (Linda) Wyatt was
arrangement flanked by candles. the matron of honor and the University and is now employed
Refreshments of individual ca- bride's only attendant. She wore at Jim Adams IGA Store, Murray.
The bridal couple is now at
kes, punch, nuts, and mints were a blae dacron dress with a pale
served from silver and crystal blue veil with a matching bow uk home on South Eighth Street, Mur,
appointments at the beautifully her hair. Her accessories were ray.
Out of town guests were Mr.
appointed table cefttered with an navy and she wore a corgage
arrangement of pink carnations. of < blue and white carnations. and Mrs. Charles Morgan, and
Forty persons were present or
Mike Wyatt, cousin of the gro- sons, Michael and Randall Lee,
and Mrs. Lela Dorthey, all of
sent gifts.
om, was the 'best man for Mr.
Young.
Detroit, Mich,
The bride's mother Mrs. Hale

The home of Mrs. Robert Moyer on Dogwood Drive West was
the scene of the bridal shower
held in honor of Miss Janice
Done Wilkerson, August 31st bride-elect of Edgar L. Howe, Jr.
Mrs. Moyer and Mrs. Joe Keeslar were the gracious hostesses for the bridal occasion held
on Tuesday, August 12, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening.
Thursday, Avow 21
The guests were greeted at
The Business and Professthe door by Mrs. Keeslar and
Miss Mary Jo Oakley,cbaughter ional Woolen's Club will meet
asked to sign the bridal book.
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh L. Oakley, at the Woman's Club House at
of
Mrs. Moyer invited them to the
of Murray, has completed plans 6:30 p.m. • • •
living room.
for her wedding to Keith Michael
Miss Wilkerson chose to wear
Men's Stag Night will be held
Hinton, son of Mr. and Mrs.Keith
and
red
at the Calloway County Counfrom her trousseau a
M. Hinton of Evansville, Ind.
try Club at 6:30 p.m. Hosts are
white linen dress and was preThe ceremony will be solemniAlfred Lindsey, Wayne Horan,
sented a corsage of red roses
fourzed on Sunday, August 24,at
Buddy Hewitt, and James 11.
DEAR ABBY: I have been married for two years and by the hostesses.
thirty o'clock in the afternoon at Lassiter.
The honoree's mother, Mrs.
am expecting my first baby in about a month. We are both
the First Baptist Church with Dr.
• ••
hosa
had
Wilkerson,
My
Robert
excited about it as this was a planned baby.
H. C. Chiles reading the double
Temple
yellow
of
Hill
corsage
gift
Chapter No. 511
tesses'
last
us
visit
to
came
city
the
of
out
lives
mother-in-law who
ring ceremony.
Order of the Eastern Star will
honoree's motherweek, and when she saw that I had a cat she said, "Of course roses, and the
A program of nuptial music bold its
regular meeting at the
in-law to be, Mrs. Edgar L. Howe,
when the baby comes you will get rid of the cat?"
will be prsented by Mrs. John hiasonic Hall at 7:30
corgift
Sr.,
hostesses'
a
wore
p.m.
Howker, organist, and Gus Rob1 told her "Fluffy" had been with us since she was a sage of pink roses.
she
Then
ertson, Jr., soloist.
kitten and I had DO intentions of getting rid of her.
Games were played with the reThe bride-elect will be given
Friday, August
went into a big long speech about how cats give babies cipients of the prizes presenting
in marriage by her father and has The Wranglers Riding Club
ringworm, and they have also been known to jump into the the gifts to the honoree.
chosen her sister-in-law, Mrs. will ride at seven p. m. at the
crib and suck the breath from a baby, suffocating it.
Miss Wilkerson opened her
George Oakley, as her matron Riding pen located east of MurCan you tell me if she is right? If there is any danger in many lovely gifts which had been
ray off Highway 94 East.
honor.
of
away.
Fluffy
give
will
I
having a cat in my house,
placed on a table covered with a
•• •
The bridesmaids will be Mrs.
EXPECTING white linen cloth. Arrangements
John Bennett of Lexington, Mrs. The seventh and eighth graof roses and other garden flowDEAR EXPECTING: Your mother-in-law is-repeating an ers were used at vantage points Ryan Robertson of Owensboro, des of the Calloway County
and Miss Judy Davidson of Clin- Country Club will have a Berold wives' tale which kW been circulating for years, but my throughout the house.
ton, all sorority sisters of the pludas and Socks Hop at the
experts on cats teU me there's not a word of truth in it.
cachocolate
Refreshments of
bride-elect , and Miss Patricia club from 7:30 to ten p.m.
Being affectionate creatures, they will "snuggle" close to a ke, ice cream, and coffee were
Each member may invite two
of Murray.
Doran
baby, so it's best tc be sure the cat can't get into the baby's served by the hostesses to fifteen
planning
Susan Kelley, daughter of non-members. The
Miss
crib, but cats are scrupulously clean, and do not carry persons present.
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Kelley of committee is composed of Wes
ringworm.
Owensboro, will be the flower Furgerson, David Frank, Chris
Miller, Gene Parker, Tim
girl.
Mike Deicken of Evansville, Shown, Andy Littleton, Gay
DEAR ABBY: I am 23, and have been dating a divorcee
Ind., will.be the best man for Crass, Beverly Parker, Rhonda
for the past tw•
years. We are very much in love. She is 27,
Garland, Beth Wilson, Donna
Mr. Hinton.
but looks much younger. She has a 2-year-old child, and
Knight, Cindy Chrisman, and
RayJay
be
will
ushers
The
own..
my
were
she
if
more
girl
Abby, I couldn't love that little
Carolyn Shown.
burn of Murray, Jim Frye of St.
•••
flesh and blood.
Petersburg, Fla., and Thys Bar
My problem is my mother. She doesn't approve. She
Sunday,
August
of Cared, 111,, all fraternity brohasn't given this girl a chance, she just doesn't like her. She
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Miller
Mrs. David Henry, circle cha- thers of the groom-elect, Phil
will be honored on their 50th
says she has three strikes against her. One, she's a divorcee, irman, presided at the meeting
Offerman, Tom Holloway, and
two, she has a child, and three, she's older than I am.
of Circle I of the Women's Soci- Steve Simpson, all of Evansville, wedding anniversary with a reception at the home of their
I love my mother and don't want to hurt her, so what do ety of Christian Service of the Ind.
daughter, Mrs. William Bailey,
you think I should do? Marry this girl without my mother's First United Methodist Church
Following the ceremony the
blessings and hope my mother accepts her later on? Or give held on Tuesday, August 19, at reception will be held at the 17th and Main Streets, from two
to five p.m.
two o'clock in the afternoon. Calloway County Country Club,
up this girl and try to find a girl my mother approves of?
• ••
meetThe chairman opened the
DEBATING
All relatives and friends are
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Atkins
ing with a reading entitled"Let's invited to attend.
wW be honored on their 50th
DEAR DEBATING: If your mother calls the above-men- Take Time". She presided at the
wedding anniversary with an
a
make
wouldn't
she
"strikes."
circumstances
of
set
tioned
business session.
open
house from two to five
very fair umpire. I can't tell you whether or not to marry
The introduction to the pro- ,
p.m. at the Murray Woman's
"debating"
are
you
if
that
A
From
Young
you
tell
gram on "Letter
this woman, but I can
Miss Patricia Anne Doran and
Club House. All friends and reGardner Weatherly whose
Churchman of Nigeria" was givJames
you're not ready to get married yet.
latives are invited.
marriage will be an event of
• ••
en by Mrs. Burnett Warterfield
maps and special handThe old Calloway County Saturday, August 30, at the First
DEAR ABBY: This is for the wife who wanted to hear, who used
articles given to tier by
Court Rouse, Cheatnat Street, United Methodist Cliurch, were
from single girls who are having "back alley intimacies" Mrs. M. D. Sledd who left recMr. and Mrs. 3ames A.
will be open from taio to five the honored guests ht a housewith married men.
ently with her family to return ner, 104 'Williams Avenue,Mur- p. m.
boat party held on Sahirday afterHow long has it been since you took the trouble to sand as missionaries to Nigeria after ray, announce the birth of a son,
•••
noon.
not
speaking of living in Murray for a year, Timothy James, weighing seven
one fun-filled hour with your husband? I am
The hosts for the occasion
Monday, August 25
"physical fun." I mean the fun of sharing a silly joke,
Mrs. Claude Farmer, assisted pounds eight ounces, born on
The Great Books Discussion were Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hutson
dancing around the dining room table, or just relaxing with by Mrs. Robert Smith, presented Monday, August 18, at 1:35 p.m. Group is scheduled at the Murn on their houseboat, "The Unconversation and maybe a glass of beer. How long has it the program on the topic taken at the Murray-Calloway County ray-Calloway County Library at Huh",
seven p. m.
been since you told your husband you loved him? And from the magazine,"Response". Hospital.
For the special lake event Miss
•• •
The new father is a student'
Doran chose to wear a green
appreciated him. And tried to lift his spirits and take his Mrs. Farmer led the closing
at Murray State University and
Tuesday, August 26
terry cloth short outfit. The coup,
prayer.
mind off his every day troubles?
The Thu Phi Lambda Sorority le was presented with a lo-iely
A going away gift was present- is also employed at the General
This is what goes on between married men and their
ed to Mrs. Herman Brunk, a Tire and Rubber Company, May- of the Woodmen of the World wedding gift by Mr. and Mrs.
"back alley" girl friends. I should know.
will meet at the home of Mrs. Hutson.
field.
BEEN ITIERE member of the circle, who is
is a Jeanie Lamb at seven p. m
A. Turner of Anna,
leaving with her family to reDuring the afternoon the group
with Mrs. Linda Waugh as co- enjoyed skiing, swimming, etc.,
grandfather.
side in Mansfield, Ohio.
hoste.ss.
CONFIDENTIAL TO JESS: Reforms always come from
Mrs. Carl Rowland and Mrs.
and were later served supper on
• ••
Mr. and Mrs. Don Johnson of
below. No man with four aces ever asks for a new deal.
Aubrey Farmer, hostesses, serthe boat. Five other couples attThe
WSCS of the Martins ended the prenuptial event.
ved refreshments to the seven- Murray Route Three are theparChapel United Methodist Chur.
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
teen members and two guests, ents of a daughter, Tabethia Ann, ch
will meet at the lake cotreply write to Abby, Box 55700, Les Angeles, Cal. NM, and
Mrs. Brunk and Mrs. Ann Cain, weighing seven pounds, born on tage
of Rev. and Mrs. Johnson
illeisse a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Tuesday, August 19, at 1:21 p.m.
Easley.
County
Murray-Calloway
the
at
The color of the egr yolk is
•• •
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
dependent on the feed the hen Hospital.
A
mad $1 to Abby, Box Woo, Los Angeles, Cal. Mei.
"Christmas
in August"
The new father operates a groeats. Birds that have access to
meeting members and leadHighway.
East
the
on
store
cery
grass, posture, or have yellow
ers of the Girls Auxilary of the
WASHINGTON (UPI) NOTRE DAME, Ind. (UPI)corn or alfalfa in their diet, tend Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. First Baptist Church will be
James S. Johnson of Murray held
A collection of personal stories There are 53 story-telling to produce dark-colored
at the home of Mrs. Ber- Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Riddle and
yolks.
of 12 Catholic priests who have windows in the. new National Since commercial laying hens are Route Five and Mr. and Mrs. nice
Forrest, of Alliance, °bib,
Wisehart, 203 Woodlawn son,
left the active ministry has been Presbyterian Church and Center confined, lighter and more Billy Williams of Murray Route at five p. m.
are the guests of their parents,
Mr, and Mrs. F. H. Riddle of Mayedited by the Rev. John A. here. They are made of 60,000 uniformly colored yolks are Three.
Great grandparents are Mr.
O'Brien and published by individual pieces of cut colored being produced for home
field and Mrs. Gussie Geurin of
glass. Each piece was
and Mrs. James Stone of Murray
Air bubbles in varnish make it Murray.
conga m ption.
Hawthorne Books.
individually shaped and cut.
Route One, Mrs. Obera Johnson airniost impossible to obtain a
of Murray Route Two, Mr. and mooth finish, reports the
Mrs. Mason Smotherman of Mur- National Paint, Varnish and
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Lash and
ray Route Three, and Mr. and Lacquer Association. Here's how
Susan, Mark, and Todd,
children,
Mrs. Joe Walker of Murray Route
to avoid creating bubbles: do of Pataskala, Ohio, arrived ThuFive.
not stir dear varnishes. When
Mrs. Ila Stone of Murray Route loading the brush, do not drag rsday for a visit wtth his father,
One is a great great grandmoth- bristles across rim of the can to Guy Lash, and her mother, Mrs.
Gussie Geurin.
er.
remove exeess varnish. This will
form
to
bubbles
cause tiny air
--Before painting windows, under the tips of the bristles.
remove all loose putty and coat Instead, tap bristles lightly
William C. Miller of Ha
the wood refleiSISS with house against the inside of the has been dismissed from th
point primer, then apply new container just above the surface Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Putty.
of the varnish.

Plans Completed By
Mary Jo Oakley
Sunday Wedding

Cats pose no
danger to kids

1

- ketcd meet

By Abigail Van Buren

• ••

n

Mrs. David Henry
Presides At Meet
Of Circle I WSCS

PAGE

Household Shower
Given In Honor Of
Mrs. Randy Young
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Bridal Couple Is
Honored Saturday
At Houseboat Party
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electronic circuit, called an LSI ilarge scale integrationi,
that replaces all those items around her 4.000 transistors.
1.500 diodes, 7a0 vacuum tubes used in electronic equipment
4010.
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PRE-LABOR DAY

CLEARANCE SALE
LADIES & WILE MISSES

I O%
CANVAS-SAVE- S
SHOES ""
A COLORFUL STYLISH, KED FOR EVERY OCCASION!

HURRY IN FOR THESE FANTASTIC SAVINGS
SHOE

ADAMS STORE
••••••

Dynamism Urged
For Church Union
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
church that results from the
proposed union of nine major
Protestant denominations must
be "equipped for service in a
rapidly changing world," saya.
The United Church Herald,
monthly periodical of the 2
million-member United Church
of Christ.
Referring to the Consultation
of Church Union, the formal
effort to bring about such a
union, The Herald said:
"'The massive tasks facing the,
churches in the 70s - the need
for renewing congregations in
small towns and suburbs as well
as in the inner city; the need for
self-giving service to starving.
-suffering humanity, the need for
ministering to the lost and
- may be overlooked
completely if the nine
denominations became
preoccupied with putting a
structural jigsaw puzzle
, together."
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Announces

I

REGISTRATION

Thursday, August 21, 1969 I
from 1:30 to 5:30 p.m.
CLASSES IN: TAP - BALLET - ACROBATIC
MODERN JAZZ and TOE.
AGES 4 AND UP

JIMMY FORD

AIMMY FORD
Has Joined

WALLIS DRUG PHARMACY

I

and invites his friends to call
on him there.

I

Jimmy is a graduate of the Universfty of Ten- - nessee College of Pharmacy with over ten years of
experience.
Jimmy says, "I Will apltreciate your business
here at Wallis Drug. Come in to see me."

Drug

South 9th and Fairlane Drive I
For Further Information
Phone 7534647
. aingen.
anogn. esiNae. a1111111.- 41111111110

North Side of Square
inom,.

Phone 753 1272

UST 21, 1969
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Travel Briefs
You'll Treasure
The Snapshots
Taken Today!
By JOAN O'StRUVAN
coR THE first year or two
I of life, baby is constantly
before the cameras. His every
move is chronicled. But, somehow, as he gets older picturetaking sessions get fewer and
farther between. It's a mi.take--as parents realize years
later when the family album
has great gaps and there's
nothing that can be done to
fill them in.
Make picture-taking a habit
for a photographic record of
those growing-up years, a
record you'll treasure forever.
•Load the camera and
keep it handy, not just for
special occasions but for
everyday shots—children taking a bath, choosing a candy
from a tempting assortment,
building castles in the sandbox, taking a dip in the wading pool, playing under the
sprinkler, enjoying a doll or a
truck or a coloring book
These are shots that show
children as they really are,
the way you will want to remember them.
•For fun pictures, supply
some props. Turn your little
girl loose with high heels, an
old hat of yours, some other
finery. Let Junior try on
Dad's homburg. Hand a child
a bouquet of flowers, a musical instrument, an ice cream

Record Israel tourism
JERUSALEM (UPI)- Israel's
Oncome from tourism in the first
three months of 1969 set a
record, according to Minister of
Tourism Moshe Kol.
Rol said such income in the
January-March period totaled
$17.1 million, compared with
$16.8 million in the first quarter
of 1968. Israel earned a record
$200 million from its tourist
industry in 1968, Kol said.

A -1E0 SOURCES

SAY
FOE LOST 71,000
KILLED IN MAY,
JUNE AND JULY

the United States, according to
the U.S. Embassy here.
In 1968, the United States
was host to 1,071,790 visitors
from the western hemisphere, of
whom 494,131 were Mexicans.
The overall total was a 13 per
cent increase over 1967.

Breaks terminal tradition
NEW YORK (UPI) - El Al
!Easel Airlines has broken with
terminal tradition in establishing
a second departure facility at
Largest mahogany tree
John F. Kennedy Airport.
FLAMINGO, Fla. (UPI) - Departing flights now alternate
The largest mahogany tree in the between the new $750,000
continental United States, more Orange Terminal behind the
than 41 feet in circumference, International Hotel and the Blue
grows in Everglades National Terminal in the International
Park. Vacationers can view the Arrivals Building. Color coded
mammoth tree and an array of ticket jackets and baggage tags
Showy vegetation from an direct passengers to the terminal
elevated boardwalk trail at from which their flight departs.
Mahogany Hammock, located They then are bused directly tc
about halfway between the the waiting aircraft.
Park's major entrance southwest
of Miami, and the Flamingo
tourist center on Florida Bay.

KEEP YOUR CAMERA on the ready so you can focus on a scene such as this one. The
best shots are those that show children unselfconsciously doing what comes naturally.
cone, a kitten, some cotton
candy. Then photograph his
natural reaction.
•Sometimes an offbeat
prop gets great results. A
piece of sticky tape on a
child's fingers will keep him
busy and make for amusing
snapshots.
Any object that captivates

or absorbs a child's interest ground, the zoo, to the chilcan mai" memorable photo- dren's barber shop, to birthgraph.
day parties and Grandma's
• Don't hesitate to make house.
like Cecil B. DeMille with
The children in snapshots
suggestions: "Listen to the never grow up, and that's
clock", "Hug your dolly", their charm. Tomorrow they'll
"How does it work?"
_bring back all the happy "only
• Take, your camera with
yesterdays" of years that have
you to the beach, the play- long since past.

Western art on view
TULSA, Okla. (UPI)
Thomas Gilcrease Institute o
American History and Art here

CHINA

•
NANNING.

NORTH
VIETNAM
HANOI
PR ABANG
LUANG•

a HAIP HONG
AN HOA

4
muONG SOLI!

HAINAN'
ISLAND

THAILAND'.
POURING OUT OF JUNGLES,
NORTH VIETS AND CONG
ATTACK U.S. BASES
NEAR CAMBODIAN BORDER
FIGHTING IS HEAVIEST
SINCE LAST FEBRUARY

DA NANG
HOI AN
OUANG NGAI

KONTUM
QUI NHON
PLEIKU
AMERICANS USE
L
ARTILLERY LOWERED
TO GROUND LEVEL
AN LOC
TO ROUT ATTACKERS
NEAR API LOC, KILL 25

ALL SEVEN ABOARD
COPTER SHOT DOWN
IN BATTLE KILLED
AT HIEP HOA

DUC 140A4r,

CAI

BE

TYPHOON ALICE
SOUTH
VIETNAM

COMMUNIST USE
OF BOYS UNDER 16
INDICATES MANPOWER
SHORTAGE SAIGON SAYS

TOKYO UPI - Typhoon Alice
swept towards the Japanese mainhas a collection of Indian and
land today, packing 68-mile-anwestern art, documents and
hour winds and sending 13-foot
objects valued at more than $16
waves crashing against the shomillion.
re. The weather bureaupredicted
up to eight inches of rain over
Mexican visitors to U.S.
Phone 753-1272
MEXICO CITY (UPI) - Western Japan when the typhoon
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
Mexicans outnumber all other was expected to hit the mainland
I We Have It— We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
Latin American tourists visiting later today.
-,

WALLIS DRUG

OFFICIAL
WA
21W1

CLEARANCE SALE
-------__

FACTORY CLOSE OUT OF 1969 MODELS!

Kodak Inatamatic 134

PLAYGROUNDS offer countless photo-taking possibilities
as children jump and play or, like this one, merely relax.

struments
egrationi,
ransistors.
,quipment.
411111

'A Special Purchase
of
SCRIPTIP
FIBER TIP PENS
'Allows us to Slash the Price
•
tO 29C
Red or Black
or $2.90 A Dozen
I

A CY

call
of Ten
years of
business

272
.11How
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Match)

IF THE subject needs a little direction don't be afraid to
say "Show me your new tooth" or "Blow a kiss to Mother.___
•

NBC Will Carry Miss America
Pageant On Saturday,Sept.6

Here's Portal*
Color at a
low, low price!

By ROBERT MUSEL

Liberation Front burned their
brassieres in protest against
NEW YORK (UPI) - "There the pageant. There also was a
She is, Miss America" - and rival Miss Black America
Albert A. Marks Jr., would be contest which will be held again
delighted if some day the this year in three citiesfamiliar song introduced a Asbury Park, Miami Beach and
black beauty on the stage of the New York.
Convention Hall in Atlantic
"There is absolutely no
City,
criticism on our part of Miss
But once again this year the Black America," Marks said.
local pageants, which sifted
Marks
who
dropped the
more than 70,000 co-eds, did not "There She is, Miss America"
choose a black girl to represent theme song last year "and got
any of the 50 states in the my skull stove in as a result"
annual Miss America Pageant has contritely brought the song
which NBC-TV will cover on back for host Bert Parks,
Sept. 6.
whose 15th pageant this will be.
The hostess will be Debbie
"I suppose we'll have epithets Bryant Wilson, 23, Miss Amerihurled at us that we're still lily ca of 1966.
"There are big changes this
white," said Marks, who is
executive producer of the two year," Marks said. "We were
hour program. "But we have no getting too traditional, too stuInfluence on the judges- some ffy, perhaps. This year
the
of them black- of the 3500 local girls will be allowed to wear
pageants. We are only able to miniskirts„ We've had all kinds
take what's passed up to us of rock music specially composed and the sets will be more
from their levels.
"Nothing would give me more colorful and slightly psychedepleasure than to have a number lic. The featured rock song is
of black girls among the 50 titled 'The Sound of Young. Our
finalists; we've been leaning lead dancer, Don Correia, is
over backwards to give black only 17,"
This will be the 49th Miss
girls every opportunity, Some
came close. Miss Paterson, the America Pageant, Since 1945
second runner-up in New Jersey finalists have been awarded
was a lovely, magnificent and $6,800,000 in scholarships,
gracious girl by any standard," of the grants helped beautiful
Marks, a broker who has hostess Debbie graduate Phi
been unpaid director of the Beta Kappa from the Universipageant, one of the nation's top ty of Kansas.
rated shows, for years, said
color had not caused many
BROTHERS DROWN
complications in the process of
selecting finalists though there
BORETTO, Italy UPI -I Four
one eye-goggling situation, teen-aged brothers drowned in
Indiana
University did not the Po River when- one of them
choose a candidate apparently was trapped in strong current
because
the
anthropological and the others lumped into resdepartment argued that differ- cue him, police said today, Authent standards ought to be set orities said the boys decided
for black and white girls.
to go to the river to avoid crowLast
year
the
Womens ds on nearby beaches.

Ledger & Times
Office Supply Store,

Colonial styling
..."fiddle-free"
color tuning!

Color TV—
big picture—
affordable price!

TM SPIELS,
Model L-506
10' doe. 227 sol en pKbare

Bold Moorish
Color TV—
Automatic Fine
Tuning (AFT.)

Color TV
Automatically
Fine-tunes
Itself!

A perfectly tone tuned
plAure every tome l
Automeloc Fine Tuning
(AFT)locks tn the
rolled signal
electrormaltair

Mere s fiddle. free Color
TV Automatic Fme
Tunmg (A F T locks
the correct fin• tuning
elechonocally Glareproqf tube with locked
eolor poo,tv
1.0
k0
.1.4140.bbS
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Police Chase Cow.
Cow Escapes. Cow
Caught Once More

U.S. Demands

(Cositinued Prom Pogo One)
Commission
tary Armistice
drinking water, food and comKoreas
munications in the area. SaniINDIANAPOLLS, Ind. (UPI)-- since the end of the
tation problems posed health Patrolman Bernard Smith ra- War in July, 1933.
said
dangers. Slit trenches were dug dioed his dispatcher Wednes- U.S. military officials
Sunlost
became
helicopter
for bath rooms. Mosquitos and day night he was chasing a the
caiy and accidentally flew over
flies swarmed by the thous- cow.
Korean territory. The
North
defrom
laughed
rose
stench
ands. A
The dispatcher
from the craft
message
composed bodies-those not yet Smith said he was serious, so last
WU
found and those "piled knee the radioman asked for • de- said it was under fire and
down
going
in
runaway
deep" awaiting removal.
the
scription of
Refugees scavenged for food, question.
It was the third incident in
hunting for cans in the debris
Smith said the fugitive was Korea involving downing of
of stores. Starving dogs roamed the only brown cow he knew
U.S. military aircraft. A U.S.
in packs. Snakes and rats slith- of running north on Shelby helicopter was shot down by
ered about.
Street.
North Korea May 17, 1963. The
Looters and black rnarketeers
Other policemen were sent crew was released a year later
took advantage of the chaos. to the scene and succedded in
North Korean jet fighters
State A,dj. Gen. Walter G. chasing the cow into a field shot down a U.S. EC121 recon- RATTLE WINNER -Winner in
Johnson, enforcing limited mar- only to haVe it escape again naissance plane April 13 over the state's first statewide
tial law and a 6 a. in. to 6 p. m. when they attempted to corral the Sea of Japan, killing the runoff election, William C
curfew, ordered his soldiers to it.
Battle abovel was nomi31 men aboard.
bring in looters "dragging or
Ri said the helicopter pene- nated for governor of Virstanding."
trated deep into North Korea ginia by Democrats. He will
"A looter is one of the vilest
before it was shot down.
face Republican Linwood
pe people, as bad as a grave
"Since you have now admit- Holton lip the November
robber," he said. Liquor stores,
ted shooting down this helicop- elections. Battle is a former
groceries and homes have been
ter, I now repeat my request
ambassador to Australia.
looted, he said.
your cooperation and refor
Johnson also vowed to clamp
The Youth Teen Center of quest that you inform the Unitdown on some stores, still able the First United
Methodist
Nations Command. UNC by
to operate, who "are raising Church will be open this Sat- ed
to this commission
reporting
the price of food, especially urday, August 23, from eight
time the status and
milk, sometimes as much as to eleven p.m. for all youth at this
physical condition of our perlooking over prizes won at the Kentucky Dairy Judging Contest. 100 per cent. Under martial 13-19 years old.
TOP JUNIOR AND SENIOR JUDGES from the Purchase
sonnel and indicate the date
Robert Blalock, Kathy Stubblefield, Ted Howard (coach), Kent McCsits- Law, this will not be allowed."
Nnd place where the three perFrom left to right they are: Anthony Webb, Faye Hodge,
He said some persons were sellA spokesman for the church
helicopter will
ton, Robert Hobbs and Barry Joseph.
trig fresh water for $1 a gal- said this will be the last night sonnel and the to our side,"
returned
be
ion.
for the Teen Center to be open
Adams said.
There was little organized this year.
"Answer this question," Ri
searching for bodies. Most of
"For what purpose did
said.
those found were easily spotted
(Continued From Page Om)
Chaperones will be Mrs. A. your side dispatch the aircraft
or turned up by bulldozers. A L. Willis and Mrs. George
(Continued From Pig. One)
sity. He has been with Mobil's
to our side?"
(Continued From Pogo One)
(Continued From Page One)
thorough seenth would come Fielder
Field Research Laboratory in
"You have just completely
later.
Willie Wade Joseph. The trip Dallas since 1943 holding varthe truth about the
distorted
versity, and Karen, a student Tuesday by car with his two
The cleanup was Largely in
daughters, Jeannie and Eliza- was made on a school bus and ious positions in research, re-,
attempt to cover
silly
a
in
fact
at the University School.
The
was sponsored by the Peoples ea:
s the towns. The beaches were
e.d
theenadministration,Tean
h
em
aorgfc
aggression."
of
act
your
Max also is president of the beth. His son, Mike, was alup
untouched.
hotel
his
open
would
he
said
Bank,
Bank
of
CalloMurray,
grandparhis
with
here
ready
Student Organization at MurRi refused to give any inAlmost Evecuatoel
and supper club for business
way County Soil Improvement
The eldest of the Skinner
formation about the helicopter
ray State and the student re- ents.
Pass
was
Christian
almost
entonight
Chemical
Hutson
Association,
Hendon's wife, Nancy, daugh
grandchildren, David, recently
presentative on the Univertrely evacuated Wednesday af"If you don't start now, you or crew.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Ccmpany, Ellis Popcorn Co., graduated from Justin F. Kimarea where the helicopsity's Board of Regents.
hostess can help you
inoculated
teams
ter
medical
sit around and cry all day," The
will
Christman
Company,
Popccrn
still
is
Murray,
Crisp, also of
ball High School in Dallas and
ter was last heard from was 25
the anxiety of getover
take
care
to
have
"You
said.
he
Fired
Western
Dark
Kentucky
will shortly return to Texas to residents against typhoid and
of Seoul and
"We are delighted to have with friends in Biloxi. The
ting acquainted in new
of the people who are here." miles northwest
Growers
Tobacco
Association
shela
to
evacuated
was
family
Engineerof
truce
College
enter the
a teacher of Mrs. Russell's
tetanus. About 1,000 refugees In Virginia, Camille's squalls an the western tip of the
surroundings and make
and Murray Federal Savings and
ing
background and experience in ter at Biloxi after the storm.
were taken to a hotel at Jack- sent waters raging over the line separating North and
you feel at "Home
of
Murall
Loan
Association,
at Austin. The younger grand- son.
charge of the school for the Their home was boarded up
Korea.
banks of the historic J a m es South
Home," again.
Sweet
ray.
wind
only
and
storm
the
for
said.
Connie,
and
children, James
coming year, "Mrs. Lyon
In Louisiana, the river towns River, destroying mountain hamhow
young
people
Teaching
their
to
reported
damage was
will be entering the Hopewell of Venice, Burges and Empire
She will bring gifts and
lets.
"Our program offers all of house as the waves did not to judge dairy cattle is one of Valley High School in New I were underwater. Fish swam
vital information from
misswere
persons
A
dozen
our
in
tools
better
preparing,
New You Knew
the advantages of the usual reach that far.
A
your neighborhood busihomes.
submerged
through
ing.
Major Hendon was able also young people for adult life in 4erseY*
preschool program," she addness and civic leaders.
bout the only home left at Ve3,500
persons
were
About
decision
it
that
teaches
making,
Press International
ed, "and because of its coop- to relay definite word to Mr.
nice was the battered structure evacuated from Buena Vista, By United
Call
Mrs. W.C. Elkins that memory and speech This ac
The world's southernmost
erative nature offers a develop- and
offshore
an
Cooper,
Y.
C.
A.
of
36
lay
feet
under
of
Va.,
which
city is Ushuaia, Argentina.
mental experience for both the their daughter, Diane Gooch tivity is open to anyone between
operator.
crewboat
water. Police said 125 houses
alright. the ages of 9-19 regardleas of
were
and family
child and the mother."
"This is it," said Cooper. "I were partially submerged at
Diane's husband is a doctor whether they live or do not live
won't live here again. I built Glasgow, Va.
The school, a non-profit and with the military personnel at on a dairy farm.
(Cor.tinued From Page One)
The Most
this house after Hurricane Bet- And in the Atlantic Ocean,
non-denominational group, is Keeslar Air Force Base where
Famous Basket
my old one four the season's fourth tropical
wrecked
sy
VietSouth
In
warm
the
into
weather,
replace
by
ran
administered
rains
and
organized
Hendon also serves as a denin the World.
namese encampment 65 miles years ago. My last payment on storm, Hurricane Debbie, mov- fluid lost through perspiration
parents of preschool-age child- tist and Mitchell is an enlisted
look
Now
April.
in
was
one
this
ed
exslowly
tossing
northward. Packing Drink three to four extra glasses
southwest of Saigon,
ren and is operated by them man.
INEMBINIMMENESEMMIO
plosive charges at sleeping at it. No more, just no more." 125 mph winds. Debbie was of water daily.
under a teacher trained in preHendon said he was called
Rauch
L.
Robert
Biloxi,
At
about
950
miles
east
of
Miami.
militiannest.'
school education.
to the hospital on Sunday
(Continued Front Page One) ',. They fled, leaving the camp
afternoon at Biloxi to help
were
children
25
year
Last
and eight dead and
with the injured in the storm. of Murray for the past eight In flames
anrolled in the school-11 in
missing.
eight
He said he was able to get out years.
the three-year-old group and of the
UPI correspondent Daniel Suarea on Tuesday by usHe was a veteran of World
14 in the four-year-old group.
reported the South
therland
the
of
ing the side roads as none of War I, and a member
Applications are now being actroops had gone to
Vietnamese
the main highways were open. First Presbyterian Church and
posting security
cepted for this year's school,
without
sleep
Also coming to Mayfield the Murray Kiwanis Club.
which will start Monday, Septand the Viet Cong apguards
Mrs.
wife,
with Dr. Hendon were the wife
Survivors are his
detection.
ember 8
Glen- proached without
held three and two children of Dr. Hartle- Virginia Brooks, 1511
Sessions are
also stationed at the Air dale Road, Murray; one daughThe II & Command said units
times a week at the Newman man,
(Mary Virginia) of the 13. S. Infantry's 3rd RegiForce
James
Base.
Mrs.
ter,
Wednesdays
ondays,
Streets-M
Hendon will leave Friday to Johnson of Little Rock, Ark., ment battled a company of
and Fridays Facilities for the
of Murray; four Communist troops for four
without turn to Biloxi, but the child- formerly
school are provided
ren will remain in Murray with grandchildren, Dwain, Ginny, hours 15 miles from Saigon near
Catholic
Leo's
St.
by
charge
heir grandparents.
David, and Tommy Johnson of Can Duoc.
Church.
Little Rock, Ark.
The Americans backed by arMrs Lyon expressed great
Also surviving are three sis- tillery and helicopter gunships
satisfaction with the progress
ters, Mrs. Elnore Belling and killed 35 of the Communists
made by the school in its first
FREE FIREWOOD
Mrs. Elizabeth Cull of Louis- at a cost of one dead and two
full year of operation and emville and Mrs. Virginia Sheaf- wounded. They said two of the
phasized that parents interestFirewood for the cutting is fer of Washington, D.C.; two Communist
deserted
troops
should
children
ed in enrolling
available free in the rear of brothers, George Brooks of *their own ranks and joined the
contact her without delay at the vacant lot on North 4th
Louisville and Stuart Brooks Americans during the fighting.
753-1694.
and Pine Streets on the north of Mt. Sterling; several nieces
More fighting broke out WedVacancies exist in both the
side of the Ashland Station.
one
including
nephews
and
in an area of heavy
nesday
three and four-year-old groups.
Murray nephew, Bob Jones uf jungles and scrub brush coun203 North 13th Street.
try west of Tam Ky, 60 miles
Funeral services will be held from Da Nang.
Friday at three p.m. at the
Military spokesman said units
SEE ALLEN ROSE OR BRUCE THOMAS ...
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman of the U. S. Americal Division
One Table
SPECIAL
BEGIN SAVING WITH A 125 DEPOSIT!
Rev. fought Communist forces for
with
Funeral Home
officiating. more than four hours killing 20
Charles Moffett
Burial will be held on Satur- of them. American losses were
Short Sleeve Stay Press - Regular $3.94 - SALE
day in the Cave Hill Cemetery six killed and 20 wounded.
155
killed
American troops
at Louisville.
Friends may call at the Bla Communist troops in the same
Table - - '
area in a daylong battle Monlock-Coleman Funeral Home.
spokesmen
military
day and
said nearly 300 North Vietnamese and Viet C,ong troops have
been killed there in three days.
A terrorist hurled a grenade
Stay Press - Slim and Regular Wednesday night into a build(Continued From Page One)
ing in the Vinh Chau district
town, 105 miles southwest of
One Table -SALE
Chevrolet four door driven by Saigon. The explosion killed 10
Mrs. Melugin, and a 1962 Chev- Vietnamese civilians and two
rolet pickup truck drivn by government Foldiers
Boy's and Girls - - Cassity.
Guerrillas blew up a bridge
The Melugin car was going 45 miles southwest of Saigon
south on 12th Street and the near Mo Cay, halting traffic on
Good Selection for Entire Family
Gassity car was going east on Route 6 in the Mekong Delta
Specially Priced at
to $4.99Pr•
i
Poplar Street when the collision occurred, according to the
report filed by the investigating
Stay Press
ONLY
SQUARE DANCE
officers of the Murray Police
Department.
The Merry Mixers Square
Damage to the car was on Dance Club of Mayfield is hostthe left front end and side and ing a free square dancce Saturto the trruck on the front end day, August 23, at 8:00 p. m. on
With Additional $25 Deposits
and right side.
the parking lot of the Mayfield
Another traffic collision oc- Shopping Plaza. All square dan32.25
curred last night at 845 p. m. cers are invited to attend. Bill
at the intersection of North Volner of Sikeston, Missouri
"Extra Earning"
12th and Chestnut Streets.
will he tht caller.
REGULAR
PASSBOOKS
Cars involved were a 1967
EfiTIFICATES
AVING
Mustang two door hardtop driven by Brent Bennett of Mur. FREE KITTENS
ray Route Two and a 1961
Chevrolet two door sedan ownWithdrawable
$1111,000 Minimum
Eight kittens and two male
ed by Danny Washburn and
2
1
/
Withdrawable
One Large Table
December 31
driven by Peggy _S. Washburn cats are available free as pets.
Anytime
Please call 753-1438.
of Dexter Route One.
Bennett had stopped for a
1 2
Good Selection /
red light when Mrs. Washburn
of
Ladies and Chadrens - -approached from the rear, ac- nett car, according to the police
cording to the city police re7 report.
NOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL „SAVINGS I LOAN ASSN.
port. Mrs. Washburn told poDamage to the Bennett ear
304 E Main
Phone 753 7921
lice her brakes failed and she was on the rear end and to the
hit the rear end of the Ben- Washburn car on the front end.
(Continued Preen Pogo One)

Youth Teen Center
Open On Saturday

Mrs. Russell Families Are LOCAL 4-H TEAM ...

rrh
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UPI H
HOLI
girl ge
Angel
wants
Happen
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She lu
Monica
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in fact
knows
It Si
true- ti
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there C
potenW
Max Az
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Ky., ar
MGM i.
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No Security
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Mr.Brooks

Final Summer Clearance
Sale $11.25
Sale '12.50
Sale '13.75
Sale '15.00
Sale '17.50

ted
Woonsh
feminin
Widmar
have be
The
Arnow

,

Men's Suits Sale
Y3 Off

Men's Sport Coats
1 2 Price
/

'22.50 Value
'25.00 Value
'27.50 Value
'29.99 Value _
'35.00 Value

Arno'
all of

,

SETTLE . WORKMAN

Two Persons

th

HOME
'SWEET HOME
AGAIN

Son Of Local

Receive FREE Stainless (5 pieces)

.
rt

'34.99 Value
'39.99 Value
'45.00 Value _
'55.00 Value
'59.99 Value

MEN'S JEANS
, MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS
BOY S BROADCLOTH PAJAMASOne
BOY'S SWIM TRUNKL_____ __
,
BOY'S JEANS
i, LADIES SANDALS
".21,100 SHOES
CANVAS SHOES
MEN'S CASUAL PANTS

Sale '23.33
Sale '26.66
Sale '30.00
Sale '36.67
Sale 139.99

25% OFF
$2.59 ... 0.2 FOR $5
1 2 PRICE
/
?lij_IMI,,__,__,I.
$3.99 . 1
1 2 PRICE
/
$3.99 to ......,
$1.99
$5.99& $6.99 1

New Shipment

Buy Above Set for Only

51°
0
47

5% 41%

MURRAY BRANCH

LONI
heart
death
in Cal
now 1.
Boulo,
Micro;
Rev.
the h
man i

•

IPORTS EAR
GIRLS

PIECE NM
PURSES

PRICE
PRICE

a•-, Shop Settle-Workman For All Your Back-To-School Clothes -

1
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WAS APARTMENT BUILDING- A woman searches among the helter-skelter cement blocks
that were the Gulf Vista Apartments before Hurricane Camille hit Long Beach, Miss.
Kentucky girls wins in a
breeze.
Her parents back in Indiana
are not so happy. They had
moved from Kentucky and
hoped their daughter would
settle down and marry a nice
dependable guy.
Up
until she came to
Hollywood the girl was pretty
dependable herself. She was a
drama coach and assistant
By VERNON SCOTT
Instructor at Depauw UniversiUPI Hollywood Correspondent ty in Indiana and was engaged
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — This to marry a nice doctor.
girl gets off the airplane in Los
Her folks refused to help
Angeles, see, and decides she finance her trip to Hollywood
wants to be a movie star. except a one-way ticket back to
Happens every day.
Depauw.
But this girl had connections. "I'm the black sheep, I
She knew a florist in Santa guess," the girl said the other
Monica,
day.
The guy with the flower shop, Her name is Sue Zan Zenor.
in fact, is the only soul she Not Suzanne or Susan. Sue Zan
knows west of Greencastle, Ind. —which is not a very Kentucky
It so happens—and this is or Indiana name.
true-- the florist knows a guy at
Speaks With Clarity
' MGM. He takes the girl over
She
speaks with crystal
there and the MGM guy sees a clarity, having studied Latin
potential. So he calls an agent, and Greek and taught public
Max Arnow.
speaking, debating and drama
Arnow looks over this pretty at Depauw. She picked up some
little blonde from Louisville, acting
with
a
experience
Ky., and figures the fella from repertory company in LouisMGM iL no dummy.
ville.
fested For Role
"Would you like to hear me
Arnow takes the girl who is say
ancient
in
something
all of ZZ years. old to li/n/Ways Greek?" she asked.
where, within two weeks, she is 7e4
sted for a role in "The
Sue Zan spieled off a familiar
oonshine War." It is the lead episode from Euripides' "The
feminine role opposite Richard Trojan Woman" which caused a
Whimark and six other girls Brown Derby waiter to check
have been tested.
the spelling on the menu. It
The florist, the MGM guy and was supposed he Was of Greek
Arnow are happy to learn the origin.
"I have to go now," Sue Zan
said. "I have to sign my
contracts."

This Girl Had
Connections;
She Made It

'47(foit,

?lp

you

,7 of getin new
id make
'H o me
again.
ifts and
m from
lod busileaders.

dams

53-2378

mmaalmilmesell

li

'23.33
26.66
30.00
36.67
'39.99

OFF
)R $5
RICE

;3.99
'RICE
99
99„
6.99

LONGEST SURVIVOR of a
heart transplant, following
death of Dr. Philip Blaiberg
in Cape Town, South Africa,
now is the Rev. Jean - Marie
Boulogne, shown adjusting a
Microphone in Paris. The
Rev. Boulogne, 58, received
the heart of a 39-year-old
man in Paris. May 12, 1968.

The Super Market and Group
Trend Letter says that "despite
recession glimmerings,
th
course Of the overall economy...
Is strong." It says a slowdown
NEW
YORK (UPI)— The
Is the "probable" outcome of
stock
market showed much
maneuverines. adstrength last week after ignor- government
"greatly
ding that it would
ing
unfavorable
news and
alleviate investor fears and
staging a brisk rally, according
could stimulate a broad and
to Standard & Poor's Corporaactive stock boom next year."
tion. The company says that
--while the action was "impresAlthough the market's bright
sive," some further testing may
lie ahead. It says that "while performance last week was
"not entirely conclusive," it
there is no need to hurry to fill
out portfolios, selected purcha- seems to be at least an
better times
of
ses should work out well over Indication
ahead, according to Shearson,
the next year or so."
Hammill & Co. It adds that if
--A "great buying opportunity" prices continue to improve and
surpass the
Is on the way, according to the that averages can several
clays
recovery levels of
Dines Letter which adds that
ago "this would be a favorable
"it would be a mistake," to try
technical sign."
to buy the stocks which have
lost the most since they will
suffer the most from tax-loss
selling during the rest, of the
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
year. The analyst suggests that
investors would be "wise" to

Glass

SPECIALS
SUPER VALUE! *

Flying°
or Girls
For Boys

Deluxe 20"

VIM Insulated

"SCORPION"

SNAKJAR

Sale Price

666

in
carton

_

• Chrome High-Rise
Handlebars

REG.
89'
-•

• Chrome Fenders
& Chrome Rims
• Banana Black Top
Saddle with
Reflector
• Whitewall Tires,
Studded Rear Tire

"Flying-0" WILDCAT
20" BIKE
099

2

America's most
popular. 65-117-9

./ in carton

EASY
TERMS
40

For lunch snacks or leftovers. Keeps li)ocl cold.
60-411
* * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 10. * * *

• Speedweight Design
Chain Guard, Chrome
Coaster Brake,
Flamboyant Finish

School

LUNCH
KIT

64-IIS•4

A. Slaymaker Bike lock.
h

58'

B. Blinker "Polo" Tail Light.
Chrome Plated. 67-111--

117

C. Speedometer by Sktwart
Warner. e' I

544

D. Bike Pedals, right or left.

44'
29'
1"

67-4 1 7.c,.7,Each

E. Rear View Mirror.
67-120

F. Giant Basket for highrise handlebars. 67-12144

NEW YORK (UPI) — Sixty
years of service are all in the
day's work for Sister M.
Jeanette, 0.P., F.A.C.A.,
Rough rector •
director emeritus of pharmacy in
GLOUCESTER, England the Catholic Medical Center of
(UPI) — A man who told a Brooklyn and Queens.
rector he wanted to object to his
Marking her more than 60
son's marriage banns testified years of service, Sister Jeanette
before a church court that the recently received two signal
rector barred him from their honors. She wa:: made a
church and said he would knock diplomate of the American
him into a grave.
Board of Diplomates in
The rector was charged with Pharmacy and was appointed a
unbecoming conduct and neglect regional director of the board for
of duty.
Jamaica, Queens.

e,wt

• PLAID KIT
with half-pint THERMOS
bottle. 60.41 --9
• ARCHIE KIT
with half-pint THERMOS
bottle. 60-147-6

PHILCO
Portable

Montclair
ELECTRIC

Sale
Price

10-Transistor

POCKET
RADIO

• Super-sensitive tuner
• Ultra-bright picture
• Compact ebony and gold cabinet
• Earphone Jack with Earphone
• 75-sq. in. Picture MC-616

warms quick meals.

'2.326.I

PRICE
PRICE

Chrome Plated

Protects your valuables in
your schooljocker. 40-536-4
,
0.5-4/21—A

OTASCO
FREIGHTERS HIGH AND DRY on the Gulfport, Miss., beach' teetify to the havoc wrought
by Hurricane Camille's 190-mph wind It carried them right out of the water

C•ramic embedded
heating element
lasts longer. Pops
torn faster.

PINKING
SHEARS

Combination Lock
Sale
Price

Long range perliwinance. Pocket size portable. With battery &
earphone. 85-213-c

CORN POPPER
and COOKER

Big 3-quart capacity.
Pops popcorn, cooks or

School Approved!

YALE

&ace

• SNOOPY DOGHOUSE
with half-pint THERMOS
bottle. 6o-4I--c

Regular Basket. 67-129 1.28

PHILCO

•

UPSTAIRS NOW DOwNSTAnts— Robert L. Bradshaw, 17, removes belongings from his
second-floor aPartnfent which now is the ground floor in the wake of Hurricane Camille
at Gulfport, Miss. The 190-mph wind took the ground floor right out from under.

lackis

Road

ROLLA, MO. (UPI) — No
driver likes to roll his car over
broken bottles in the street, but
a discovery by a student at the
University of Missouri at Rolla
may have everyone driving on
broken bottles.
The broken bottles won't be'
scattered haphazardly on the
streets. Raymond Joplin, an
undergraduate student of
ceramic engineering, has found a
way to make them part of the
road.
Joplin crushed several
hundred soda bottles and mixed
the fragments with asphalt. He
used the mixture to patch a hole
in a campus parking lot.
Dr. Delbert Day, Joplin's
instructor, said, "We've gone
out of our way to drive Over the
patch as much as possible. It has
stood up under traffic and bad
weather. It wears as well as the
limestone-asphalt combination
and there's absolutely no harm
to tires."
Limestone has been the
traditional material to mix with
asphalt, but Day says using
broken bottles could be a double
saving to cities. "It would save
the city a considerable amount
of money by allowing it to use
glass refuse for street mixtures
rather than shelling out money
to dispose of the glass and
buying limestone and gravel for
streets," he said.
The next test for the new
paving material will be a
600-foot long and 20-foot wide
strip of pavement on the Rolla
campus. The strip will be tested
for durability, skid-resistance
Mother's Pilgrimage
ST. LOUIS (UPI) — Mrs. and wear on tires.
If the test and other such
Robert Mass, wife of an
attorney, wanted to see her tests prove as successful as the
24-year-old son Gary in the patch in the parking lot,
Peace Corps in Rampur, Nepal, American motorists in 'many
so she signed on a pilgrimage of cities may be driving over
the Methodist Federation for broken bottles.
Social Action for a world tour.
Mrs. Mass was one of five
Jews among 39 persons to make
the trip. She found her son
Sister Spurns
demonstrating modern methods
Rocking Chair
of apiculture to villagers.
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

take tax losses during the next
rally "before the mob remembers about taxes."

Wall Street
Chatter

inner in
tatewide
Mani C.
.s nomiof Vir. He will
Linwood
rovember
a former
istralia.

—

Bel—Air
Shopping Center

9-6 Mon. - Thur.
9-9 Fri. - Sat.
1-5 Sunday

PHONE 753 — 8391

•
8" size
with Boll.
Bearing
mechanism

Ideal tot 1),o k-to-school

sewing. Gift-boxed. 51-9tis

:
P
t
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A Library
From Stamps
A Concise History of
ST. LOUIS (UPI) Construction of a library 8,500
the Kentucky
miles away at Martin Luther
d" Department of Highways Seminary in Lae, New Guinea,
will be aided by $35,000 raised

through sale of stamps collected
by members of The Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod.
A check for that amount was
presented by Raymond E.
Hodges, president of Stamps for
Missions, to the Rev. Dr. Oliver

PAO]

R. Harms, president of The
Lutheran Church -Missouri
Synod, and co-sponsor of the
New Guinea seminary.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAYI

Produced By
Office of Public Affairs

RI
ON
a nsc
lot, o
ertsor
new
ful
large
port.
4110cle

Kentucky Department
of Highways
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

sponsibility through the Offices
L,COME
of: Fiscal Management, ComPALACE
TM!
TO
puter Services, Equipment and
comhighway
Kentucky's
Properties, Management Sermissioner must oversee work of vices, Public Affairs, Personnel,
9,000 employees engaged in Toll Facilities, Contract Services
susup
wound
and
Pa.,
g,
in
Chambersbur
turn
maintenance of about 25,000 and ,dukt of General Counsel.
a
to
negotiate
failed
A REAL HANGUP —It
pended by a g-ii ,wire on that utility pole. Nobody injured, damage only about $100.
Goss is aided in the technical
miles of roadway, construction
of another 200 miles and design engineering area .by the State
area into which it is moving, and of an added 1,000 miles.
Highway Engineer and his Assisare particularly adept at long
It takes nearly $400 million tant State Highway Engineers
distance house hunting.
a year to keep everything for Research and Development,
In the case of Inter-City, for
Planning and Programming, Preinstance, as soon as a member moving.
this
agency
or
business
Any
present
construction, Construction,
realtor in your
supervision
sell
to
job
the
constant
on
is
needs
community
months!
size
Operations, and Staff Services.
six
within
again
move
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
-70 per cent of families the house you own, he puts you and policy decisions.
District engineers, their assisNEW YORK (UPI)-You're moving interstate moved from in touch with a fellow member
must be provided by tants, foremen and Crewmen
Both
of the service in the community
moving - from Corvallis, Ore., one house to another.
the commissioner- currently then carry out thiconstruction
-95 per cent drove their to which you are moving. You
to Chicago; from Chicago to
are asked to outline your Eugene Goss, a tall, deliberate, and maintenance commitments
Baton Rouge, La.; from New families to their new location.
s and then are slow -talking attorney from Har- of the Department within each
requirement
-66 per cent were strangers
York to Houston or Houston to
and key lan.
photos
mailed
were
they
which
to
city
the
Madison,
to
from
Me.;
respective district.
Portland,
prospective
about
information
Wisc., to Orlando, Fla.; from San moving.
insists he enjoys the
Goss
The Commissioner also
s,
Ask anyone who has made homes and Communitie job, but he often laughs at the works closely with ti•e GoverFrancisco to Washington, D.C.,
schools,
or perhaps just from such a move,. It means some including facts on
demands placed on the commis- nor, especially in the determinachange in the pattern of living, a churches, shopping,
Philadelphia to Baltimore.
tion of long-range programs and
Yours is one of 10 million period of readjustment. But no transportation, clubs, sioner.
road
etc.
a
,
over
organizations
looking
After
CPAStruction priorities.
families who will move this year, longer need it mean major community
one of 2 million who will move financial and emotional When you are ready to inspect in improvement program recentiy,
'person, the Inter -City he asked a staff member,, "Do Mexican Buddhists
interstate. Quite likely your upheaval.
MEXICO CITY.(UPI)- Luis
representative acts as your guide,
move is job-connected Experience Counts
ever get to know all these Lavadare, chief monk of
four-fifths of all interstate moves
For one thing, experience has making reservations, meeting you
roads?
Mexico's first Buddhist temple,
are.
made the moving job itself less your plane or train.
"Sometimes the .only de- which opened last February,
The group's POTERE affiliate
You are among those.- the onerous. Long distance moving
industry considers the "moving has'become commonplace. Many offers corporations a guaranteed scription for a project location is says there are 1,600 Buddhists in
elite," mostly because it is quite firms, transferring up to 1,000 purchase program for employe in terms of Hog Wallow Road Mexico, including many movie
and television personalities.
likely your employer is paying a employes yearly, have experts ito homes which is designed to
where the
substantial portion of the costs advise families on the move and relieve transferred employes of from Jim's barn to
most do all they can to smooth the worry of selling their home, snake bit John," he complained.
of your move.
e:I FRANKLIEt
••• A recent study by Burnham the way. Advice is readily assure them a fair sale of their
The Commissioner can't posVan Service of this "moving available, also, from the major equity and give them cash within
van lines. And, of course, many hours to purchase a new home, sibly commit all such informaelite" found:
-Most family heads were in families have been through it all all without putting the employer tion to memory while, at the
the 25-45 age group and were before.
in the real estate business.
same time, devoting sufficient'
For another, services have
Homerica, a service which
employed in retail chains,
time to policy matters conjob.
the
chemical,
realtors
simplify
to
sprung up
claims more than 1,200
aviation and space,
electronics, computers, Minimized are the questions of serving more than 4,000 cerning the department.
instruments and optics, oil, gas selling the present house, finding American communities, also
So he must rely on advice
and electrical companies and one as good or better in the right serves prospective home buyers from highway engineers, many
utilities, automotive, food, neighborhood, at the right time without charge deriving its
.have worked in the
,
insurance, banking, plastics, and the right price, often in an, income from a share of the of whom
rfgular commissions paid its department over 40 years.
draw, nattIller, pulp and paper, unfamiliar area.
But there remain heavy deThere are nationwide associated real estate firms.
cheins, metals, liquor, soft
hotel ‘
In operation since 1955, mands on his time for first-hand
drinks, soap, shoes, textiles, organizations such as Inter-City
paint, office equipment and car Relocation Service, Inc., Homerica recently inaugurated a looks at specific road projects.
headquartered in Chicago, and computer system designed as a
rentals.
It sometimes seems that each
-Half the families moved less its Elizabeth, N.J.. affiliate, community selector for home
34x16x28-In. Desk
of
Kentucky's 3 million resiunfamiliar
of
into
(Purchase
moving
Inc.
buyers
POTERE,
• All Purpose
quarter
than 500 miles, a
and
Real
Utility File
areas.
dents has a pet road project
between 500 and 1,000 miles Transferred Employees
• I 2' 2X10x30-In.
a
Inc.,
Homerica,
and
Estate).
1,000
than
the
more
discuss
to
wants
rest
one
and the
Typewriter Table
Called Community Profile each
• 16x20x26-In.
service with regional offices in Selection System 1CPSS), the problem with the Commissioner
miles.
help the student
-Half the families had less New York. Chicago, Los Angeles new service is capable of printing himself.
A handsome set designed to
Conn.
Canaan,
n with
New
and
constructio
than a month to prepare for
out profiles of 400 suburban
study efficiently. Solid steel
As Governor Nunn once
finish.
cordovan
their move.
These work both with communities in 21 states and the said, "Everyone wants to drink
wear resistant tan and
-73 per cent of the families individual families and with District of Columbia. Through a
179.180,181
•
bad made two or more moves in corporations in their employe teletypewriter connection with from the liCad of the branch."
Commissioner Goss reCently
They can be the computer, Homerica's staff
10 years; 60 per cent moved on transfer programs.
when a can obtain a set of specific facts took an airplane trip to one
valuable
particularly
the average of every five years,
YOUR CHOICE OF SIZES
knowledge of the about a given community.
Kentucky town. Before heading
some 14 per cent expected to family has no
All Purpose
back to the airport, he called to
tell his pilot when he planned to
"MY SCHOOL BOX"
take off.
Pressed board cigar box with three colorAn airport employee, anful
designs reading "My School Box". Ownswering the telephone, asked,"Is
er identification space on top for neat storthis the highway commisage of supplies.
sioner?"
Each
When Goss admitted his
Just
identity, the man said,- !Tommissioner, I've got a road project
I'd like to talk to you about."
Mesh
25 PENCILS
It was five minutes before
With
Desk
PANTI HOSE
the Commissioner was able to
Lamp Pole
Just
One vece nose ,deal for mini
get his pilot on the phone.
& Full Shelf
Fashoon shades
Sk,rts
Realizing that much of his
Fine
quality Empire
proporfinned lengths
Reg. 1.39
time must be taken up with
brand.
policy matters and meeiings
with road delegations, Commissioner Goss has reorganized the
Highway Department giving
more authority to division heads
in the day-to-day operation.
He starts off each day with
two meetings-one with his adminisirative staff and the other
See Dan Shipley at The Murray Insurance Agency
with the department's top engiH i -1116
LAMP
inte niitv
neers.
for a New Program of Dwelling Protection
"These sessiiiTts," the ComTotebag and Binder!
missioner says. "keep to a minilamp
mum the amount of time depart. c
THE OFFICE OF THE
COMMISSIONER

ON 5.
very
dinini
wall-t
room,
street
tioner
posse
LARG
South
Is on
washe
ing ri

NOW OPEN 24 HRS.A DAY
7 DAYS A WEIK—

Long distance moving
is easier than before

BREAK FAST SERVED FROM la.m. TO lla.m.

COUNTRY
HAM SPECIAL

large
house
sessioi
LARG
near
heat,
carpor
house
Ideal
one a
come.

1 25

ALL THE COFFEE

YOU CAN DRINK FOR ONLY I

111

To
ew
seit001.

HOMEGUARD INSURANCE

57

Murray Insurance Agency
•

Bel Air Shopping Center

Telephone 753-4751

•

MOM,

bedroc
cabine
ed at
ON N.
3
4

ne
port,
bedroc
deeora
163 A
miles
tra is
stock
100 is
land,
fence.
$26,50
75 AC
froota
This I
ber, n
bough
WE I
Heigh'
room,
both
to eel
WE E
in Dt
sell fc
ray.
than
WE E
merci
buildii
purpoi
shop,
shop,
lot on
WE H
on 2,A
highw
ing, e
furnac
want
own s
uld ta
WE El
if wh
above
have
perty
good
ROBE
Street
erts
glad

494

Save 20% to 40% - $5,000 and Up

On Your Premium Costs
Protect your home and property -against loss due to fire,
lightning, explosion, vandalism, wind, burglarly and other
perils, including liability • • all in one policy!
Call Us for Details on This New
Dwelline Insurance Plan

1

NEW
well
nice
kitche
centre
ing, n:
shade,
port,
750.
IN T}
brick
U war
have
at thi:
ment,
by 124
for a
shade,
lots if
ies an
EXTR.
near C
extra

mental executives must spend
trying to get together on specific
problems.
"At the same time, they
•allow each division head to keep
•abreast of ,what's soing on in
other divisions."
-To aid Goss in the direction
of his office dunes is an administrative assistant and three
deputy commissioners the
Deputy Commissioner of Rural
Highways, the Deputy Commissioner for Administration and
the Deputy Commissioner for
Engineering.
Executive Directors super.vise the following areas of re,

NEW WET LOOK
SIZZLER SET
Now
Just

vinyl totellw and
''Wet look
binder are available in sensational designs and floral patterns.
fashion perfect in sizzling new
. six in all.
colors

*

Yc
ck
ge
air al
divisl
7525.

KITH
mom
For
753-3$

THRE

two t

air I'

Many Other School Supplies and Clothing for Boys

PRO'
paint

4th & Main

OT000

753-114

WILL
home
75341
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RIAL ISTATII POR SAL!

il

ON SUNNY LANE we have a
very nice 3-bedroom brick with
dining room, utility, carport,
wall-to-wall carpet in living
room, double paved drive to
street, electric heat, air-conditioner. This house is vacant,
possession with deed, $18,400
LARGE 4-bedroom brick on
South 11th Street. This house
is on shady lot, has range, dishwasher, disposal, carpet in living room and dining area, den,
uinlity, 2 baths, carport with
large outside storage area. This
house is vacant ready for possession.
LARGE 12-room frame house
near university, has central
heat, full basement, two baths,
carport, nice corner lot. This
house is in excellent condition.
Ideal for large family or someone who needs that extra income.

OPP1110

BLACK TOP PAVING

7wRcH1q THE
ON SUNSET BLVD., we have
a nice 3-bedroom brick on large
lot, only two blocks from Robertson School. This house has
new wall-to-wall carpet, beautiful
drapes, air-conditioning,
large kitchen, utility and carport. This house is exceptionall:lean and is priced at $2.1,-

mamas

UAL MATS FOR SAL!

UAL OSTATS FOR SALM

AUTOS FOR SALM

AUTOS FOR SALM

POR SAL/

A-1 USED CARS

75 USED CARS

arxe

25 USED TRUCKS

NEW AND USED Calloway and
Murray High School textbooks.
Wallace's Book Store, 1413
A-21-C
Olive Boulevard.

THIS WEEKS SPECIAL
V-8 engine, automatic transmission, air conditioning, power steering, radio.
white wall tires, 13,000 miles. Like new.

'2695

Automatic transmission, air conditioning, vinyl roof, radio, white wall tires,
16,000 miles. Dark green finish.

1967 Ford Station,Wagon

Hard to tell

YOUR FIRST CHOICE

M1LLVILLE, NJ. (UPI) Tony R. Skura was fined $IO
for obstructing traffic--over his
protest that the -she" he was
accused of talking with was a

Skura was ticketed for drna
ing alongside another car at
slow rate of speed and carrying
on a shouting conversation witg.
the other driver.
The policeman who issued
RAY HARM PRINTS. Beautithe ticket testified Skura was
fully custom framed, with nontalking to a girl in the other car.
ACROSS FROM THE POST OFFICE
glare glass. Call 753-4974 be"That was no girl in the car,"
PHONE 7 5 3 - 3 2 63
A-22-P
tween 6:00-8:00 p. m.
Skura said. "It was a boy with.
long hair."
SOUP'S on, the rug that is, so
"These days its sometimes(
clean the spot with Blue Lushard to tell the boys from the.
tre. Rent electric shampooer
BUSINESS OPPO1TUNIT1dS girls," Judge Daniel J. Grosso;
NOTICE
A-23-C
$1. Big K.
agreed.
GROCERY STORE at South ELECTROLUX SALES A Ser- FREE time to spare? Full-or
Marshall, doing good business vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C. part-time business opportuniand the price is right. Reason , If. Sanders. Phone 382-3176, ties for responsible persons or ire tkitying
Sept.-17-C couples. For information call
for selling; Doctor said "Get Lynnville, Ky.
AKRON, Ohio (UPI) - The
753-7323 after 6:00 p. m.
Out". Come and see it or call t
average American family will
1
Benton 527-8049.
A-23-P
buy about 60 tires at a total
cost of about $1,400 in the
GOOD CARPET, $1.99 sq. yd.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
usual 50-year driving span, acHeavy shag, $3.95 sq. yd. Indoor-outdoor, $2.75 sq. yd. Heacording to the Goodyear Tire,
College graduate;: accountvy Polyester Jute back $3.95
& RtiEber Co.
ing _major. Salary open.
sq. yd., Heavy cut pile, $3.93
The company says its figures.
Mail personal resume to:
sq. yd., Dupont 501, meets or
do NOT include the tires that.
exceeds F. H. A., $3.95 sq. yd.
come witii new cars purchased SHACKLEFORD, GOODE
Other indannoutdoor, $3.95 sq.
during the time period, and its
THURMAN
A
yd. Commercial type rubber
report is based ,on "ti5day's priback, $3.95 sq. yd. Whilte it
es and driving conditions."
Tucker Building
lasts. Paschall'c Discount House,
Murray, Ky.
Hazel, Kentucky, 492-9733.
a27c
A-21-P
CULTURED PEARLS, imported
from Japan. Necklaces, rings,
earrings, tie tacs, pins. Call
753-4974 between 6:00-8:00 p.
A-22-P
a.

'3195

1968 Mustang

Senween 3:00 a. iii. and
500 a. in.

1.

To Choose From

1969 Galaxy 500 4-Door

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

PIZED NEW ROOF-but short
of asoneL apply Hy-Kiss fibree4 asphIM aluminum. An amazing coating that seals holes,
prevents moisture from getting
through- Reflects SD% of min's
rays and reduces temperature
by L5 degrees. Serves as tnmutation.. Do the Job for only
3 cents a 'guard foot Ark
about special 2) gallon drugs
price at Hughes Paint Store.
August-22-C

Parker Ford, Inc.
Y97A.€
r

No Jobs to Small' or Large
to be Appreciated
Free Eatimaves
Contact:

'2495

Trust Us For ALL Your
Real Estate Needs!

WAYNE WILSON REALTY CO.

NEW 3-bedroom brick in BagV-8 engine, automatic transmission, power steering and brakes, radio, air
well Manor Subdivision. Has
conditioning, luggage rack, white wall tires. New car trade-in. Light blue
nice entrance hall, den, large
kitchen, 2 baths, utility, patio,
finish.
central heat and air-conditioning, nice front porch, some nice
shade, wall-to-wall carpet, carport, ready to move into, $25,
750.
327 engine, stick shift, radio, white wail tires, _white finish with red interior.
IN THE CITY LIMITS a 6-room
brick house on 6 acres of land,
if want to live in the city and
have a mini farm, take a look
at this one, it has a part baseV-8 engine, automatic44transmission, air conditioning, radio, white wall tires,
ment, large chicken house (30
light blue. New car trade-in.
,by 120 Ft.) whic..h can be used
for any purpose, extra nice
shade. Could sell off many good
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
lots if desire, or ideal for ponies and calves.
NEW AND USED Calloway and
EXTRA NICE 9-bedroom brick
0000 00010 OBD
Murray High School textbooks.
See or call one of our seven courteous salesmen at Seventh and
ACROSS
5-Tirne gone by
WM MOM 0011
near Green Plaines Church. Has
Wallace's Book Store, 1413
6-Tried
MO 0000 MOU
extra nice den, large living
1 -Pale
7-Ancient
Olive Boulevad.
A-21-C
753-5273
Telephone
Main.
On MOM 06100
chariot
4-Tardy
room, electric heat, carport, all
a23c
8-Cowboy mo,ie
000g M000 DOG
8.Cried
bedrooms are good size, nice
FIFTY ACRE FARM with five
9-Bitter vetch
MUM 0000 ID
12.Peer Gynt's
1,4•B,oer's
cabinets and closet space. Pricroom house for sale or for rent.
mother
OCM333 a.
20MOMM
product
ed at $18,500.
Six miles from Murray on black
13-Matures
OM OMOO POMO
11 Man's
14
top. Also 1951 panel truck
Great Lake
nickname
ON N, 19TH STREET we hrviit
POR 1AI..11
OR0q
AUTOS FOR SALM
SMM
IMP WANTED
15 Pose for portrait 17-Printer's
1
Phone 758-2988 after' 5:00- p.
ROACHES
droosta brelFlivith e
"no...r...,
I.po
ODOM OGUO 00
measure
16:121evesed
British
Carry Germs
MOU GOOD DO
family room with lots of THREE MEN-010.2940, meat BARGAIN-1967 111.41A
19-Babylonian
18 Detests
with
deity
GOOO MOM
'nets, 1% baths, range, car- be able to start work at once. Racing, green with white top REFRIGERATOR, frostless
SPIDERS
20 Temporary
lump
22-Small
MOO ROM EOM
shelter
port, nice hardwood floors, all This is a sales position. No over- Good condition. Must sell now, icemaker, dryer, both still un- ONE SNARE DRUM, also some
Are Poison
letter
24-Greek
Si
21-Note of scale
25 Former
bedrooms are nice size, newly night traveling. Opportunity, am being drafted. Call 753-8338 der warranty, washer, chrome antique\ clocks. Phone 753-7503
TERMITES
22-Marry
36 Near
44-Chief
Russian ruler
A-26-C
A-21-C dinette suite, one set Serta box or 753-2216.
$165.00 plus bonus to start. Call before five p. m.
decorated, $21,000.
Eat Your Home
45-Brilliantly
26 Sicilian volcano 37 Mislead
23-Heraldry:
springs and mattress, coffee ta163 ACRE FARM located 2 or write Manager, 111 South
colored fish
38-Mistakes
27 Free ticket
grafted
step
end
table,
one
bed
ble,
40
Having
an
46-Space
agency
Spanish
pot
28
phone
Ky.,
Street,
Paducah,
Locally
6th
owned
and
operat27 American
miles east of Dexter. Has ex1962 BUICK Skylark Spetiel, frame. Also 1963 Falcon conoffensive smell
(alit )
29 Garden tool
OIL WELLS FOR SALE
essayist
A-25-C
ed for 20 years. We can be
tra nice 2-bedroom basement, 443-6460.
41
Faroe
Islands
47-Litt
with
lever
30-Number
sharp. Maroon with white top, vertible. Phone 753-6132 be29 Possessed
, whirlwind
481ish eggs
32 Ocean going
reached 24 hours a day.
stock barn Grade C milk barn,
30-Reliance
WANTED: Service work black interior. Call 436-2291. tween three and six p. m. only
vessel
49 Greek letter
MAN
43 College degree
100 acres in crop and pasture'
I have two locations, Gib3I -Man's
50 Female uff
33-In what manner
(abb )
A-27-P
Call Today For FREE
appliances. Will train
A-22-C son County, Indiana and Galnickname
land, all fenced, some hg on major
job, good
Inspection
Permanent
right
man.
32
Turf
1
fence. This place is priced at
latin County, Illinois. Com1965 MERCURY Monteray four
wages, vacation and work conPanne 753-3114
33-Chicken
plete geological repo rt s
500.
door,
low
mileage
with
new
34-Indefinite
COUCH.
Phone
753
article
STUDIO
Apply in person to BilMember Chamber of
both in produc75 ACRES with over 2000 ft. ditions.
tires. Price $625.00. Phone 436- 4693.
35-Writing tablet
A-22-C available,
Commerce and Builders
37-Man's
irk. brey's Car & Home Supply. 210 2323.
frontage on Ky. Highway tion now, an excellent way
A-23-C
A-21-C
Association.
LCP-193
nickname
"awn.
This land has some good tim- '
rAu
to invest tax money.
38-Period of time
THE proven carpet cleaner Blue
her, needs cleaning up, can be WANTED: Delivery truck driv39 Satiate
Contact:
40-Indefinite
Lustre is easy on the budget.
bought for $110.00 per acre. er at Jones' Cleaners, 102 Nornumber
Restores forgotten colors. Rent
WE HAVE 2 houses at Almo th 5th. Apply in person. A-22-C
42 -Coniunction
Gene Diamont 753-6344
42 Son of Adam
Heights on Highway, one 2-bedelectric shampooer $1. Western
A-21-C
,44-Wading bird
or female 10' x 50' TRAILER, Jerald Rich- Auto Store, Home of "The
room, 1 1-bedroom. They are WANTED: Male
, 47 Too early
erson,
A-21-P
753-3328.
surgery.
Ap51 ,New Deal
both on large lots and priced housekeeper for
Wishing Well."
A-23-C
agency (abbr.)
ply nursing office, Murray-Cal ACCOMODATIONS for one or
to sell.
SIX ladder-back dining chairs,
Phone 753-3914
52-Repetition
Hospital.
A-22-C
lovray
County
WE HAVE a 3-bedroom house
53 Mental image
one drop leaf dining table, one
two horses. Pasture and stall ONE 220
electric heater, one
54 Ethiopian title
in Dexter. This house would
Located 106 So. 13th St
55 Period of time
FOR KITCHEN work afternoons space. Approximately one-half 110 electric heater. Call 753- round maple dining table with
sell for at least $8,500. in Mur56 Act
four chairs. One set bunk beds
at Jack's Super Burger on mile from city limits on bard 2449.
A-23-C
57-The urial
H M-5-C
ray. It can be bought for less Chestnut Street.
with mattresses and box springs,
No phone calls surface road. Call 753-1970.
than $5,000.
A-21-C
one GE dryer used six months,
DOWN
accepted.
A-23-C
WE HAVE listed a large comUnderwood
typewriter
one
-Clean
HOUSE
trailer.
1
mercial building at Stella. This WANTED. Bookkeeper, exper- NEW LARGE three-bedroom 1969-12' x 443'
(standard), one Kenmore por2 A continent
building could be used for many ienced. Must be qualified in brick duplex with extra large Take over payments. Call 753- table sewing machine with case.r GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY!
3-Irritate
4-Turns around
A-23-C Phone 7534710.
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 21
purposes, garage, carpenter-payroll tax form and records, master bedroom. In Robertson 2449.
A-22-C
track
shop, welding shop, clean up typing and office machines. School district. Central heat and
shop. This building is on nice Send Resume to P. 0. Box 348, air. Geld carpet throughout
Phone 7534202.
A-21-C
lot on 121 Highway.
Murray, Ky.
WE HAVE a large stucco house
NEW two-bedroom trailer on
on 24 acres of land on Hazel NATIONALLY known company water front lot. Phone 436-5617
,
.1
nas
openings
for
three
energethighway, has large shop buildSO THAT BLARSTED BABOON, LEE
KEERECT BUT NOW I GOT
CMSELTON.? SLATS,
after 3:00 p. m.
A-25-P
ME A MOUTHPIECE BY THE
THAT SHYSTER COULDN'T
ing, extra good well, orchard, ic women. Call for appointJASPER, HAS YOU TOSSED INTER
THE CLINK AND YOU SUSPECTS HE PLANTS
NAME 0' HABEAS CORPUS
GET A WARRANT OUT
furnace heat, basement. If you ments, phone 753-3056. A-27-C FURNISHED house on 1(y. Lake,
THE-. PHONY FIFTY ON.1 NIA 50 YOU
CHISELTON
FOR JACK TNE
want a good home and your
with beautiful view. Phone 436CAN'T LOUSE UP HIS GOLD -MINE
own shop or business you sho5679.
A-22-C
LOST & FOUND
DEAL WITH THE
uld take a look at this.
OLD -TINIER CHAIR
ADJOINING
campus, threeWE HAVE many other listings, LOST: Male Seal-point Siamese room
MAKER
furnished
apartment.
If what you want is not listed eat with crossed eyes. If you Couple preferred. For informaabove call us or come by. We have found this childs pet tion call 753-3264.
A-23-C
have sold several pieces of pro- please call 753-6218.
A-22-C
perty lately and could use some
good listings.
NOTICE
NOTICE
ROBERTS REALTY, 505 Main
Street, call Hoyt OT Ray Roberts at 753-1651, we are always
glad to talk Real Estate.
1TC

Position Available

1965 Chevrolet Impala 2-Door Hardtop

'1295

1964 Ford Galaxy 500 4-Door

_ _ _ _ '895

ON THE SPOT FINANCING

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Wire

must
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KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

CILS
Empire

LAMP

04

ls

A-2-tc

Y; OWNER - three-bedroom
ck home, 31 ft. by 61 ft., on
ge lot. All electric, central
air and heat. Keeneland Subdivision. $24,000.00. Phone 753Sept. 13-C
7525.

ill

ATTRACTIVE new four-bedroom house in good location.
For further information call
A-22-C
753-3903.
THREE-BEDROOM house with
two baths, den, central heat and
H-A-23-C
air Phone 753,3043

*

iiViCIS OPPIRBD
redden
PROFESSIONAL
painting. Brush, roil,'pray. ltaemcees. Free estimates. Phone
8ept.-16-C
75324130.
WILL DO baby sitting in my
home. Phone Mrs. Kent Wright
H-1TC
733-6231.
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Abbie'N Slats

Kentucky Lake
Bowling League
Will Meet On

MONDAY, AUGUST 25
at 7:00 p.m. - at

Corvette Lanes
ININII

All Team Representatives Please
Attend This Meeting
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by R. Van Buren
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Lil' Abner

byAlCaPP
TSICTSK!!-•/ELLiw'
"TAKE ITOFF.'!"THASSNowAi 0
FO'A DECENT
KIP TO ACT!!

0 COURSE
NOT?"

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Name director
the Board of Christian
for hunger project
Education of the Presbytenan
RICHMOND, Va.(UPI) — Dr. Church in the United States, has
Malcolm P. Calhoun, a member been named director of the
conference will be held July denomination's five-year "halt
Jackson, brooks with passing secret 3-11, 1970, in Sao Leopoldo, hunger" program.
"Slippery"
Lawrence
informer Joseph Valachi in 1963
police information to Jackson. Brazil
33, Washington,
Senate hearings as members of
Court papers said the operaDr. Calhoun will work full
described
warrant
arrest
The
About 60 delegates from
the Cosa Nostra family of Vito
Jackson as a major wholesaler tion was "one of the major around the world are scheduled time on plans in the campaign
Genovese.
operatrafficking
who bought from the alleged' narcotics
the conference, called against world hunger which
Paladin° was arrested at a
tions" in the nation. The other to attend
the
figures.
Nostra
Cosa
World Encounter of Lutheran followed a declaration by
District of Columbia shopping
arrested was Carl W. vpersons arrested were from the Youth. They will meet just days church's General Assembly last
Also
with
along
center Monday night
Columbia, Md., District of Columbia.
Brooks, 34,
before the Lutheran World April that "world hunger ... is
Robert Vercierosa, 35, The
a plainclothes
as
identified
arrest
Federation Fifth Assembly a top priority concern of the
the
by
described
Bronx,
of the Metropolitan Lutheran youth confeience
detective
"deliveryman"
in Porto Alegre, Brazil, Presbyterian Church in the
convenes
warrant as a
Narcotics
Police
Washington
NEW YORK (UPI) — The and about half of them are
and "a lieutenant for the
Squad. The warrant charged fourth Lutheran world student expected to attend that meeting. United States and that all
organization chieftains," and
THE LEDGER
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Federal Narcotics Agents Make Monday Arrest
4

4
4

WASHINGTON (UN) —
deral narcotics agents Monday
night arrested 20 persons,
including two alleged Cosa
Nostra figures and a plainclothes policeman, to break up
what they called one of the
nation's biggest dope rings.
Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell
.aid $200,000 worth of heroin
and cocaine were seized during
the arrests. Warrants in the

case indicated the ring was a
major wholesale operation
which sold bulk quantities of
drugs at $200,000 or $300,000 per
,
buy.
Those arrested included Enrico "Blackie" Tanttho, 53, Port
Washington, N.Y., and Carmine
Paladino, 53, Paramus, N.J.
said Tantillo and
Mitchell
Paladin, both charged with
conspiracy to violate federal
narcotics laws, were named by

THURSDAY — AUGUST 21. 1960
possible

resources . . for

at

least the next five years, must be
focused on ways and means of
riesling with the problem."

Refinishing a piece of
furniture? Remove as much
hardware as possible from the
piece before beginning to
refinish it. Mount drawer pulls,
knobs and other decorative
pieces on cardboard so you can
quickly and easily spray paint or
mamel them.
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VALUABLE

COLD POWER

Bakes
For

Heavy Duty Laundry Detergent
Reg. Size
39c Value

ultra brIte

COUPON

VALUABLE

PALMOLIVE
2 sr°

Dishwashing L iquid
Giant Size
69c Value

$1.00

td•Nala•
"s

sroaEs
GIRL TALK
SCHOOL ENSEMBLE
Sturdy, colorful 3-ring
notebook binder and
two matching wire
tl erne
bound
books_
Compare at 2 98

AZTEC THING BINDER
Three. ring bonder, theme
book and notebook.

With
Coupon

PAPER

2

FASHION MATE
BINDER SET
Three - ring binder, notebook on theme book.

Family Size
. 87c

'500
COUNT
FILLER
NOTEBOOK

A BORDER SET
Top Flight's three-ring
binder with filler paper
and theme book
Compare at 2.98.

CANVAS BINDER SET
A three - ring canvas
binder with filler poper,
divider, theme book and
dictionary.

oukiiiti—BiNDER se
A three-ring quilted binder with filler paper, index,
dictionary, theme book and
utility case

Pkgs100
for

88

2 OR 3.R,NG

VALUABLE

$1.77

$157

Only

ALL-STAR ENSEMBLE
A deluxe all--in-one ensemble including three-ring
notebook,
paper,
theme book, pouch, assignment book &atom:Irv-

CLOTH BRIM SET
Three - ring Rayon - Satin
doth binder vrith piano
hinge, filSer paper, utility
cos*, cfictianciry, index tabs.
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colors
on tuck box

August 23.

THIS IS THE
YEAR FOR CURLS!
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THE
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REGULAR • GENTLE • SUPER

SELF-STYLING

KICKY KILTIE

•••

xx oz
ONLY
144

DIPPITY-DO
SETTR40 GEL

77c
%Mr I Extra Kill

9-9 WEEK BAYS
1-6 SUNDAYS
153-8171
A
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LEATHER STRAPPER LEATHER BOOTS

Brassy 'n sassy styling for the "go group
Easy-clean antiqued vinyl
Molded sole
Sizes 5-10 Imported in brown only

$1.55
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
We Gladly Exchange Or Refund Any Item Bougl t At Big K.
Save Your Tickets And Sales Slips.

If he's hard on shoes, this is the style
he needs! Rich, smooth leather upper
sole guaranteed to last! sizes 10-3

Classic styling! Classic comfort! Light-weight
suede split leather uppers. Long wearing planta
00
tion crepe sole. Sizes: Mens 6 1 2-12,
Boys 3 1,2-6 in tan,

MENS
BOYS

$4.66
Acres Of
Free Parting

$500
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